From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
DO NOT RE APPOINT SERAPHIN.
Monday, June 08, 2020 5:11:12 PM

Good evening city council members,
I am a resident of Ward 5.
I strongly **urge you to vote against Mr. Bryant Seraphin’s reappointment as Urbana PD Police
Chief **for the following reasons:
His disgraceful behavior in response to the violent arrest of Ms. Lewis has lost public trust
in Urbana PD. That he would think it suitable to publicly litigate the arrest during a council
meeting while trying to gaslight citizens into not believing their own eyes demonstrates a
disqualifying lack of judgement.
Under his tenure, Urbana PD has not made sufficient strides to even catch up to its
neighbors in CU with regards to police accountability and training.
Specifically, UPD has not even embraced:
The NAACP-IL/ Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police 10 shared principles
[https://www.ilchiefs.org/shared-principles-how-to-adopt], a largely symbolic document that
Champaign PD adopted in 2018 [https://champaignil.gov/police/about-us/iacp-and-naacpshared-principles-agreement/] and Univ. Of Illinois PD (UIPD) adopted in 2019
[https://blogs.illinois.edu/view/6221/801833]. Regardless of whether they have started to
pursue this now in response to public outcry, it is the duty of the police chief to be
proactively working to improve the relationship with the community and effectiveness of
policing. We (and you) should not have to do his job for him.
The Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police **Illinois Law Enforcement Accreditation
Program (ILEAP) [https://www.ilchiefs.org/ileap-illinois-law-enforcement-accreditationprogram-] ** . These contain a set of basic standards for a competent local police force
tailored for the laws of Illinois. Total cost for the program and accreditation are miniscule
(up to $800 a year – compared to UPD’s proposed budget of $11 Million for FY21).
Champaign PD has been accredited since 2010 and UIPD since 2012
[https://www.ilchiefs.org/list-of-agencies-ileap].
These are not new programs, nor should it take the recent increased attention to police
accountability to get UPD to embrace them. Regardless of whether UPD will improve in the future,
failure to pursue these policies demonstrates that Mr. Seraphin is unfit for the privilege of serving
the city of Urbana.
I hope you will make the right decision,
Abby Schrantz

From:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Public input 6/8/2020
Monday, June 08, 2020 1:25:34 PM

To whom it may concern at the Urbana City Council:
I’ve recently become aware of the Aleyah Lewis case. I am horrified by what I’ve seen and read. I ask
that you do the right thing and stand up against systemic racial injustice within our community.
I request that:
-You place the officers involved (Ruff and Cervantes) on administrative leave (at minimum)
-Conduct a third party investigation
-Look at patterns of behavior of each of the officers within our local departments and address
patterns of aggression with appropriate action
-Require and provide more education on racial-bias and systemic racism for our police force
-Create a new policy regarding the use of force for officers based on the “8 Can’t Wait”
recommendations
Thank you,
Abi Frields, APRN

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Police Department Mayoral Annual Staff appointments
Monday, June 08, 2020 11:37:35 AM

Dear City Council,
I am wishing you all very well, and want to thank you for your continued service and
immense patience and care.
I would like to submit a comment/request for consideration in the Mayoral Annual
Staff appointments scheduled for tonight. I request that the police department
appointment be postponed until after the full investigation of the Aleya Lewispolice interaction has been completed.
After completion of this investigation, I comment/request that if anyone on this list
(Seraphin/Surles/Norton/Sanders/Smysor/Bain) is found to have spoken untruths,
or exercised any form of willful negligence in this matter, then I request that these
persons not be reappointed.
Many thanks for your time and consideration,
Adrian Wong

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts, Dennis; ! Colbrook,
William; ! Miller, Jared
Concerns about Police Chief Reappointment
Monday, June 08, 2020 3:43:49 PM

Good afternoon,
My name is Alen Romero and I'm an Urbana citizen that is concerned about tonight's proposed
reappointment of Police Chief Bryant Seraphin.
As a result of protest actions locally and nationwide, I have recently begun educating myself
on local issues relating to policing. I have heard of the Aleyah Lewis case, and have serious
concerns about Chief Seraphin's ability to serve the public good in any capacity.
I have listed my concerns according to my own brief research:
1. Whether or not justice is served by an internal investigation process. Are internal
investigation policies made available to the public?
2. How many complaints have been made using the complaint process in place.
3. How many complaints have been dismissed versus investigated.
4. What level of public oversight exists if any outside of the CPRB. Is there any amount of
data tracking by race?
5. The manner in which complaints are tracked and shared between sworn and non-sworn
investigators. Does the city have any data management system in place for oversight?
To summarize: I am concerned that the process in place only serves to sweep complaints
under the rug. I want to know how you know whether or not the complaint process in place is
working.
Thank you,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Reappointment of Chief Seraphin
Sunday, June 07, 2020 11:46:55 AM

Dear Urbana City Council,
      I do not envy you right now. The call for change is loud and will require a lot of work on your
parts to find a way forward for your city to build equity. I do hope that lasting change will come from
this moment to improve our community. While we want to do something right away, to make lasting
change will require thoughtful movements forward. As such I think postponing the reappointment of
the Police Chief is necessary especially in light of the ongoing investigation of Aleyah Lewis’ case. A
rush to make a reappointment during this moment and with this pending case would send a
message that the concerns of the community are not being heard and the priorities of the city are
on law and order. Prior to the reappointment a deep assessment of the Chiefs direct and indirect
involvement in the Aleyah Lewis case as well as consideration of his leadership and whether it
reflects the equitable future of the city of Urbana.

Thank you for your diligent work on improving the community.
Alex Harmon-Threatt
Champaign Resident

From:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts, Dennis; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Miller, Jared; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Colbrook,
William
Commit to reallocate funds for social equity
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:02:15 PM

Hello,

My name is Alicia Edwards Jackson and I am a resident of Urbana. I am extremely concerned with the
city of Urbana’s investment in the police department at the expense of critical youth, education, and
health services.

I am therefore writing to demand that the city council vote to reapportion funds currently allocated to the
police department to instead support evidence-based programs and services that, unlike increased police
presence, promote the well-being of our citizens and reduce crime. It is morally reprehensible to dedicate
so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic necessities and many more lack
access to essential services, including childcare, detox centers and necessary mental health resources.

We could be empowering communities by educating on trauma resiliency, supporting local housing and
justice accessibility efforts, and designating community counselors to address root causes of the crimes
we police. Through appropriate fund allocation we may be able to break established cycles of poverty,
crime, and addiction that affect every member of our community.

I also urge the city council to enact legislation that will hold the police accountable and to overturn policies
that allow police to engage in unlawful behavior with impunity.

People are marching in the streets because they know that these actions will result in a healthier, more
just society. I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to
address our concerns.
We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black lives matter
and, as a capitalist society, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.

Thank you,

Alicia Edwards Jackson

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marlin, Diane; !City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts, Dennis; !
Colbrook, William; ! Miller, Jared
Urbana Investment in the PD
Monday, June 08, 2020 4:56:59 PM

Hello,
My name is Alisha Alam and I am a resident of Bartlett, Illinois. I am extremely concerned with
the city of Urbana’s investment in the police department as a means of keeping our community
safe and healthy. I am therefore writing to demand that the city council vote to reapportion funds
currently allocated to the police department to instead support programs that promote the wellbeing of our citizens and hold each other accountable in keeping our community safe.
It is morally reprehensible to dedicate so many resources to police while citizens struggle to
afford basic necessities and many more lack access to essential services. We could be better
taking care of our community by educating on trauma resiliency, supporting local housing and
justice accessibility efforts and establishing mutual aid services. Through appropriate fund
allocation away from the police and into community services, we can build a stronger and
healthier place for everyone to live.
I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to
address our concerns. We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must
SHOW that Black lives matter and, as a society currently burdened by capitalism, we must
SPEND like Black lives matter.
Thank you,
Alisha Alam

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Public Comment
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:40:33 PM

Good evening, Urbana,
Firstly, Unless I am mistaken, the purpose of the 3rd party investigation is to discern
wrongdoing & corrective actions, including discipline or dismissal, by the Urbana police
department. The 3rd party investigation does not prevent the City of Urbana or even one of
our Alderpersons in publicly stating that they believe that charges against Ms. Lewis should be
dropped. So, since any of you can say on the record whether you as an Urbana official believe
the charges could be dropped, who among you believe that?
Secondly, the re-appointment of Urbana's police chief Seraphin to a full term of service before
the conclusion of the 3rd party investigation would cast doubt on the City's interest in pursuing
an impartial investigation. The very least that you could do here is to generate a provisional or
probationary appointment pending the results of the 3rd party investigation.
Lastly, we have to recognize we are in a public emergency that warrants a delay of the
adoption of Urbana's new budget. Please delay the budget using emergency provisions so that
residents who have historically had their voices subjugated can now be heard, especially when
it comes to how large of a percentage that police spending consumes of the Urbana city
budget.
Sincerely,
Allan

From:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Statement for June 8th 2020 City Council meeting
Sunday, June 07, 2020 11:26:48 PM

Dear City Council members and Mayor Marlin,
I do not support the re-appointment of Chief Bryant Seraphin. I was extremely disappointed
by Seraphin’s response to the police department’s actions toward Aleyah Lewis. The mission
of the Urbana Police Department includes “working cooperatively with the community” and
“provide[ing] a safe environment for all.” The police force will never accomplish that mission
if leadership refuses to acknowledge when they are falling short. Please, we need you to do
what Seraphin refuses to do: lead us all in being accountable to that mission, and to uphold
your commitment to the safety and trust of our community.
Allison Boyaris, Ward 5 resident, Urbana IL

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
No Confidence Chief Seraphin
Sunday, June 07, 2020 12:07:16 PM

Hi All,
As an Urbana resident I am strongly urging you all to at least delay the reappointment of Chief Seraphin until the
investigation of the violent arrest of Ms Lewis is complete.
As a former Urbana High School teacher, a mom to a rising USD kindergartener and a human witnessing the blatant
racial bias in police, I do not want a police presence in our schools. I wholeheartedly, though unsuccessfully (due to
your votes), advocated against the increase of SROs in our schools last fall.
I was increasingly alarmed each time I heard Chief Seraphin speak on this topic.
In listening to the live city council mtg in Nov I heard the chief eschew the importance of Crisis Intervention
Training (essentially as something that he couldn’t either get behind himself or couldn’t get his officers behind).
I heard, in person, Chief Seraphin speak to our school board with such incredible levity about how great the
relationships are with SROs in Urbana (folksy stories about changing tires) while completely dismissing the school
to prison pipeline and the need for broader review of police officers. He showed no room for growth.
I urge you all to use your elected positions of great power to demand more from your Chief of Police and show
solidarity to those most hurting in our community now.
Allison O’Dwyer

From:

Subject:
Date:

Marlin, Diane; !City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts,
Dennis; ! Colbrook, William; ! Miller, Jared
DE FUND CUPD
Monday, June 08, 2020 5:10:47 PM

Hello,

My name is Amina and I am a resident of Champaign. I am extremely concerned with the city of
Champaign’s investment in the police department as a means of keeping our community safe and
healthy. I am therefore writing to demand that the city council vote to reapportion funds currently allocated
to the police department to instead support programs that promote the well-being of our citizens and hold
each other accountable in keeping our community safe.

It is morally reprehensible to dedicate so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic
necessities and many more lack access to essential services. We could be better taking care of our
community by educating on trauma resiliency, supporting local housing and justice accessibility efforts
and establishing mutual aid services. Through appropriate fund allocation away from the police and into
community services, we can build a stronger and healthier place for everyone to live.

I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to address our
concerns. We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black
lives matter and, as a society currently burdened by capitalism, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.  

Thank you,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Reappointing then police chief
Saturday, June 06, 2020 5:05:58 PM

My name is Amy Graef, I am a resident of Champaign-Urbana, and I am writing in regards to
the movement to reappoint the police chief at this Monday’s, June 8th, city council meeting. I
do not believe this is appropriate at all given that the Urbana Police Department is about to be
under an investigation for misconduct. I am completely outraged that something this absurd
would even be proposed given the circumstances. Following through with reappointing right
before an investigation will only further wedge distrust between the police and community. I
urge you to shoot it down or defer it until after the investigation is complete.
Thank you for your time,
Amy Graef

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

! Brown, Bill; !City Council
Statement re: reappointment of Chief Seraphin
Sunday, June 07, 2020 12:25:46 PM

Dear Mr. Brown, Urbana City Council members, and fellow Urbana-lovers,
I'm writing today to request that the City Council delay Police Chief Seraphin's reappointment.
Given the events of the past week, now is the time to look closely at our own community's
policing practices, and to make the necessary changes in order to protect all of our citizens,
including our African American neighbors and friends. The recent incident in which Aleyah
Lewis was unjustly and brutally beaten, and then put on public trial without defense is a sign
of wrongful practices within our own police department. The fact that Chief Seraphin insisted
Lewis sustained "no injuries," after she had been punched, sat on by a heavy officer (Lewis is
slight of build), handcuffed, her arms held behind her back at a painful angle--all after simply
expressing her feelings about what had just happened--indicates that Seraphin sees nothing
problematic about a clearly harmful action on the part of his officers. In fact, he quickly
judged the incident as involving "no wrongdoing." This assessment--misguided at best, though
possibly willfully blind--tells me that Seraphin's reappointment should be voted down, or at
the very least reconsidered, pending a fully independent, thorough investigation.
Thank you,
-Amy Hassinger

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Public Input 6/8/2020
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:52:06 PM

Good evening city council members,
While I am a resident of Champaign, the actions and policies of the Urbana Police Department
affect all of us that reside in the Champaign-Urbana area.
I strongly urge you to vote against Mr. Seraphin’s reappointment as Urbana PD Police Chief. His
statements claiming the use of force to be reasonable and that Ms. Lewis suffered no injuries, that
he knew of, are more than troubling. That he considers excessive use of force reasonable in Ms.
Lewis' case, as well as his failure to implement policies that might have prevented this very
situation, indicates he is clearly the wrong person for the job.
I again ask for all charges against Aleyah Lewis to be dropped and the officers involved in using
excessive force against her to be put on leave pending an investigation. No one should be treated
this way by the police and I ask for a meaningful and independent investigation of this matter. I
also urge you to reform the Citizen Police Review Board to make it have meaningful oversight and
comply with its ordinance.
I hope you will make the right decisions,
Amy Whelpley

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

! Miller, Jared; !City Council
Please do NOT re-appoint Chief Seraphin
Monday, June 08, 2020 2:15:32 PM

Hi,
I'm a resident of Urbana Ward 7. I'd like to ask that the City Council:
1) Vote no on the re-appointment of Chief Seraphin
2) Drop all charges against Aleyah Lewis
3) Initiate a truly meaningful and independent investigation
4) Put the officers who beat Ms. Lewis on leave pending the investigation
5) Make the Citizen Police Review Board a meaningful oversight and comply with its
ordinance.
Thank you,
Andrea Miller
Andrea Miller, PhD, JD

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Comments for City Council - Racial Justice and CPRB
Monday, June 08, 2020 8:42:12 AM

Dear Members of the Urbana City Council,
My name is Anna Fedders and I have been an Urbana resident for five years.
In this time when our nation is experiencing a long-overdue reawakening regarding the
deadly impact of persistent racial injustice against black human beings following the recent
murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery, and others, it is imperative that
you, as city council members do all in your power to work for racial justice here in Urbana.
The path to justice begins by addressing past instances of racial injustice. This April,
Urbana resident, Aleyah Lewis was assaulted by Urbana police officers and now faces
unjust charges. I write to ask that you on the Urbana City Council do all in your power to
have the charges against Ms. Lewis dropped and the officers responsible for her assault
held accountable for their actions.
The path to reform continues by creating a functional system of accountability between the
Urbana Police Department and community members. The existing Civilian Police Review
Board places too many barriers to requesting and implementing investigations and needs
substantial reform. Specifically, this looks like: 1) removing the requirement for notarized
documents, 2) extending the complaint submission deadline beyond 45 days, 3) eliminating
the requirement that a complainant must personally witness the incident for which they are
requesting review, 4) review the original form of the CPRB ordinance, as proposed in 2007,
and strengthen the current ordinance by amending it with key measures that were
eliminated from the original proposed ordinance.
Finally, these changes may require new leadership for the Urbana Police Department. The
Urbana City Council should defer reappointing Chief Seraphin until it becomes clear
whether he can come on board with needed reforms
The moment for addressing systemic racial injustice is long overdue in this nation and this
community. You on the city council have the power to take concrete action to address past
injustice and help move our community towards a more just and united future. Please do
not delay in addressing the concerns listed here as well as those shared by so many others
in this community.

Regards,
Anna Fedders

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Tonight"s Vote on Police Chief Seraphin
Monday, June 08, 2020 5:36:32 PM

Hello,
My name is Annie Hooper. I'm a resident of Urbana, Illinois pursuing a doctoral degree in
Chemistry. Resuming my research should be my priority following the COVID-19-mandated
shutdown, but unfortunately, my elected officials remain indecisive on what is right during
these times. I've read the heartbreaking and frustrating story of Christopher Hansen and
participated in protests across the city with the Black Lives Matter movement, but only my
elected officials can do what I'm about to ask. With the people you claim to represent in mind,
I write to request that you:
1. drop all charges against the victim (young black lady beaten by police on Good Friday,
2020)
2. vote "No" on reappointing the Chief Seraphin: new leadership is needed or else the
same injustices will continue
3. Fix the broken Civilian Police Review Board
The Urbana Police Department said their mission is to "enhance the quality of life in the City of
Urbana by working cooperatively with the community and within the framework of the
Constitution to enforce the laws, preserve the peace, reduce the fear of crime, and provide a
safe environment for all". If this is true, we demand you to listen to our concerns and
implement change immediately. These officers did not act to protect the public peace. These
officers did not act to provide a safe environment for all, and in fact actively detracted from
this goal with their choices. I firmly believe Chief Seraphin failed our city and residents by
finding no wrong-doing in this hateful assault by police, and I am not alone in this opinion. At
best, this course of action demonstrates a harmful series of mental gymnastics to justify the
officer's actions, and at worst, an actively discriminatory governing body overseeing our city.
The militarized tactics used by our police department is unacceptable and unwarranted. To
ensure your dedication to our city and citizens, I urge you to implement the three items
above, or our next electorally appointed representative will.

Sincerely,
Annie Hooper
Urbana, IL 61802

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Urging you to reconsider Mr. Seraphin"s Reappointment
Monday, June 08, 2020 1:10:42 PM

Good afternoon city council members,
I am a resident of Ward 2.
I strongly urge you to vote against Mr. Bryant Seraphin’s reappointment as Urbana PD
Police Chief for the following reasons:
The Urbana PD's response to the violent arrest of Ms. Lewis is NOT REFLECTIVE of
what this community stands for. Urbana PD has been changing the narrative of her
arrest, in response to public pressure, and even tried to litigate her case during a council
meeting without her consent / presence. This disgraceful behavior has led to loss of
public trust in Urbana PD, which was discussed at length in the last city council
meeting. In the light of these events, it would be inappropriate to place Urbana PD
under the same leadership.
During his tenure, Urbana PD has not made sufficient strides to even catch up to its
neighbors in CU with regards to police accountability and training. Specifically, UPD
has not even embraced:
The NAACP-IL/ Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police 10 shared principles , a
largely symbolic document that Champaign PD adopted in 2018 and Univ. Of
Illinois PD (UIPD) adopted in 2019. Regardless of whether they have started
to pursue this now in response to public outcry, it is the duty of the police
chief to be proactively working to improve the relationship with the
community and effectiveness of policing. We (and you) should not have to
do his job for him.
The Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police Illinois Law Enforcement
Accreditation Program (ILEAP) . These contain a set of basic standards for a
competent local police force tailored for the laws of Illinois. Total cost for the
program and accreditation are miniscule (up to $800 a year – compared to
UPD’s proposed budget of $11 Million for FY21). Champaign PD has been
accredited since 2010 and UIPD since 2012.
These are not new programs, nor should it take the recent increased attention to
police accountability to get UPD to embrace them.
Regardless of whether UPD will improve in the future, failure to pursue these
policies demonstrates that Mr. Seraphin is unfit for the privilege of serving the city
of Urbana.
I hope you will make the right decision,
Thank you.
Anshu Deewan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
PUBLIC INPUT June 8th City Council Meeting
Monday, June 08, 2020 1:32:20 PM

Austin D. Hoffman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Urbana Police Reform
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:01:41 PM

Hello,
I am emailing to call for an emergency meeting to discuss the replan and redistribution of the
city’s funds for fiscal year 2021. The national discussion on police reform has brought to light
the many ways the police do not serve the public as intended. We need to begin taking steps to
completely reform how policing works in our community starting with defunding of the police
overall and implementing extremely strict accountability measures.
I would ask for fewer to no armed officers on patrol, zero profit motive for policing, constant
requirements for body cameras, and outreach to community leaders. I would also ask that any
arrests made related to protests - violent or not - be completely dropped. The movement has
only grown this much because of the absolute outrage of the nation, and nobody's actions
should be condemned because of this.
Thank you,
Ben Ammer

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
To be read into public record
Monday, June 08, 2020 12:28:08 PM

Dear Councilmembers and Mayor Marlin,
Rather than repeat the excellent and carefully structured demands that so many of
my fellow citizens have been presenting you with, I’d just like to give you a few things
to think about.
In Minneapolis, they’re getting rid of their police, but here in our town, we still have a
cop out working who laid hands on an unarmed black woman without provocation.
The citizens you serve keep demanding accountability, but in response, the police
chief got two hours of presentation time to violate a woman’s civil rights and right to a
fair trial.
Personally, one of the most awkward parts of that was when they showed the
aggressive detention of a young man who *quote* fit the description—which you may
remember was simply “black male”—and then touted that this victim of the police was
a stellar example of a citizen because he obeyed their orders without question, even
though the officers were more than a little in the wrong.
Then you separated a meeting to sequester the people’s voices, and proceeded to
ramble unprepared “listen to my white person feelings” statements for an hour before
even letting US be heard.
I dare you to do something. Go back to the CPRB portion of your meeting and see if
you can even BEAR to watch yourselves quibble over the necessity of a notary mark
to allow somebody to complain about abuse at the hands of the police.
It’s unfathomable to me that you can see the same videos that everybody else sees,
of the police beating and murdering people of color, and then have the audacity to
waste time arguing about official embossments.
You’re embarrassing us.
Don’t reappoint Seraphin.
Regards,
Benjamin Stone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Urging you to Vote down Mr. Seraphin"s Reappointment
Monday, June 08, 2020 11:56:34 AM

Good morning city council members,
I am a resident of Ward 2.
I strongly urge you to vote against Mr. Bryant Seraphin’s reappointment as Urbana PD Police
Chief for the following reasons:

1. His disgraceful behavior in response to the violent arrest of Ms. Lewis has lost public trust in
Urbana PD. That he would think it suitable to publicly litigate the arrest during a council
meeting while trying to gaslight citizens into not believing their own eyes demonstrates a
disqualifying lack of judgement.
2. Under his tenure, Urbana PD has not made sufficient strides to even catch up to its neighbors
in CU with regards to police accountability and training.
Specifically, UPD has not even embraced:
The NAACP-IL/ Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police 10 shared principles , a largely
symbolic document that Champaign PD adopted in 2018 and Univ. Of Illinois PD
(UIPD) adopted in 2019. Regardless of whether they have started to pursue this
now in response to public outcry, it is the duty of the police chief to be proactively
working to improve the relationship with the community and effectiveness of
policing. We (and you) should not have to do his job for him.
The Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police Illinois Law Enforcement Accreditation
Program (ILEAP) . These contain a set of basic standards for a competent local police
force tailored for the laws of Illinois. Total cost for the program and accreditation are
miniscule (up to $800 a year – compared to UPD’s proposed budget of $11 Million
for FY21). Champaign PD has been accredited since 2010 and UIPD since 2012.
These are not new programs, nor should it take the recent increased attention to police
accountability to get UPD to embrace them. Regardless of whether UPD will improve in
the future, failure to pursue these policies demonstrates that Mr. Seraphin is unfit for
the privilege of serving the city of Urbana.
I hope you will make the right decision,
Bijal Patel

From:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Chief Seraphin and Aleyah Lewis
Monday, June 08, 2020 2:22:38 PM

Because of Chief Seraphin's blatant dishonesty on the condition of Ms. Lewis in an attempt to
uphold the Thin Blue Line, it would be socially irresponsible and further deteriorate trust for
the UPD to re-appoint him to his position.
The officers who attacked Ms. Lewis need to be put on immediate leave pending the result of
a meaningful, independent investigation.
Thank You,
Brian Dunn

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Today"s public participation
Monday, June 08, 2020 12:45:44 PM

I wrote in to participate in last Monday's meeting and my e-mail was not read and
relegated to the dust bin of some PDF file somewhere. It seems that the Mayor and
Police Chief believe they can totally ignore Urbana citizens public input about police
brutality and policing. We have a sham Civilian Police Review Board which is the
way you seem to like it.  
In my last input I mentioned that when I was a consultant in urban economics we
wrote study conclusions that reflected the will of the people who were paying the
bills. I believe that is your desire by hiring an outside firm to study the unnecessary
violence in the Aleyah Lewis case and possibly policing in Urbana in general. You
just want someone to validate the wrongs you have already committed.
Without a new police chief and actual structural change to the police department and
the Civilian Police Review Board we will have truly lost the caring community we once
had. Clearly in the short run you should not renew the police chief's contract.
Brian Vura-Weis
Urbana

From:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Urging you to reconsider Mr. Seraphin"s Reappointment
Monday, June 08, 2020 5:15:40 PM

Good afternoon city council members,
I am a resident of Ward 2.
I strongly urge you to vote against Mr. Bryant Seraphin’s reappointment as Urbana PD Police
Chief for the following reasons:
The Urbana PD's response to the violent arrest of Ms. Lewis is NOT REFLECTIVE of what
this community stands for. Urbana PD has been changing the narrative of her arrest, in
response to public pressure, and even tried to litigate her case during a council meeting
without her consent / presence. This disgraceful behavior has led to loss of public trust in
Urbana PD, which was discussed at length in the last city council meeting. In the light of these
events, it would be inappropriate to place Urbana PD under the same leadership.
During his tenure, Urbana PD has not made sufficient strides to even catch up to its neighbors
in CU with regards to police accountability and training. Specifically, UPD has not even
embraced:
The NAACP-IL/ Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police 10 shared principles , a
largely symbolic document that Champaign PD adopted in 2018 and Univ. Of Illinois
PD (UIPD) adopted in 2019. Regardless of whether they have started to pursue
this now in response to public outcry, it is the duty of the police chief to be
proactively working to improve the relationship with the community and
effectiveness of policing. We (and you) should not have to do his job for him.
The Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police Illinois Law Enforcement
Accreditation Program (ILEAP) . These contain a set of basic standards for a
competent local police force tailored for the laws of Illinois. Total cost for the
program and accreditation are miniscule (up to $800 a year – compared to UPD’s
proposed budget of $11 Million for FY21). Champaign PD has been accredited since
2010 and UIPD since 2012.
These are not new programs, nor should it take the recent increased attention to police
accountability to get UPD to embrace them.
Regardless of whether UPD will improve in the future, failure to pursue these policies
demonstrates that Mr. Seraphin is unfit for the privilege of serving the city of Urbana.
I hope you will make the right decision,

Thank you,
Cara Sarver

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts, Dennis; ! Colbrook,
William; ! Miller, Jared
Public Comment for City Council on June 8m 2020
Monday, June 08, 2020 9:07:35 AM

To be read aloud in public comment:
My name is Carol Inskeep and I am a long-time resident of Urbana
I hope that my elected representatives – my Mayor and City Council – are listening to the
heartfelt and outraged protests that are rocking the world right now. We are calling for
transformation of policing as usual to a more humane and just approach to public safety. I do
not think that Chief Seraphim’s re-appointment is consistent with that vision.
I watched Chief Seraphim’s presentation to the City Council a few weeks ago. I wanted to
hear him holding his officers accountable to the highest professional standards. I wanted to
see his commitment to de-escalation and to a skilled response when someone is in crisis.
Instead I saw a defensive and minimizing presentation that also violated the privacy of the
person who was punched and mocked by officers.
Other communities around the country are realizing that we can and must do better. I hope
our Council and Mayor will reject the Chief’s re-appointment. Further I hope we will begin to
shift money from policing to programs that address poverty, substance abuse, mental health,
and unemployment.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Chief Seraphin"s appointment
Sunday, June 07, 2020 7:12:25 PM

My name is Christina Parks and I am a resident
of Urbana. I could write pages and pages of
pleas for the city council to do the right thing
but I am not going to do that because I believe
you already have an idea of what the right
thing is so I will keep this short and sweet. I
am writing in regards to the reappointment of
Chief Seraphin. It is my strong belief that his
reappointment should be at the very least
delayed. Once the civilian review board has
reviewed the complaint submitted in regards to
Ms. Lewis's rights being violated by the Chief
and the investigation of her April 10th attack
has been concluded then his reappointment
should be considered.  
Thanks for your consideration
Chris

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Public Input 6-8-2020
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:52:06 PM

To the Urbana City Council,
My name is Claire Johnson. I am an Urbana resident and my
. I am writing to ask
you to vote against the reconfirmation of Police Chief Seraphin. I am heartbroken that council
members have so far failed to take action that would prevent an event similar to the brutalization of
Aleyah Lewis from happening in the future. Today you can take action. The fact that Police Chief
Seraphin found no wrong-doing by the officers involved in Ms. Lewis’ arrest, and even justified their
actions, is worrisome at best. The chief has failed to fulfill his duties to Urbana residents by not
setting policies that guarantee all members of the community are treated with respect and
compassion, and by not setting policies that promote de-escalation tactics and hold officers
accountable for unnecessary use of force. Maintaining the status quo is not acceptable. Please show
ALL of your constituents that you value their humanity by voting against the reconfirmation of Chief
Seraphim.
Sincerely,
Claire Johnson

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
DO NOT reappoint Bryant Seraphin as chief of Urbana Police.
Monday, June 08, 2020 1:53:27 PM

Good morning city council members,
I am a resident of Ward 2.
I strongly **urge you to vote against Mr. Bryant Seraphin’s reappointment as Urbana PD Police Chief
**for the following reasons:
His disgraceful behavior in response to the violent arrest of Ms. Lewis has lost public trust in Urbana
PD. That he would think it suitable to publicly litigate the arrest during a council meeting while trying
to gaslight citizens into not believing their own eyes demonstrates a disqualifying lack of judgement.
Under his tenure, Urbana PD has not made sufficient strides to even catch up to its neighbors in CU
with regards to police accountability and training.
Specifically, UPD has not even embraced:
The NAACP-IL/ Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police 10 shared principles
[https://www.ilchiefs.org/shared-principles-how-to-adopt], a largely symbolic document that
Champaign PD adopted in 2018 [https://champaignil.gov/…/iacp-and-naacp-shared-principles…/] and
Univ. Of Illinois PD (UIPD) adopted in 2019 [https://blogs.illinois.edu/view/6221/801833]. Regardless
of whether they have started to pursue this now in response to public outcry, it is the duty of the police
chief to be proactively working to improve the relationship with the community and effectiveness of
policing. We (and you) should not have to do his job for him.
The Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police **Illinois Law Enforcement Accreditation Program
(ILEAP) [https://www.ilchiefs.org/ileap-illinois-law-enforcement-acc…] ** . These contain a set of
basic standards for a competent local police force tailored for the laws of Illinois. Total cost for the
program and accreditation are miniscule (up to $800 a year – compared to UPD’s proposed budget of
$11 Million for FY21). Champaign PD has been accredited since 2010 and UIPD since 2012
[https://www.ilchiefs.org/list-of-agencies-ileap].
These are not new programs, nor should it take the recent increased attention to police accountability to
get UPD to embrace them. Regardless of whether UPD will improve in the future, failure to pursue
these policies demonstrates that Mr. Seraphin is unfit for the privilege of serving the city of Urbana.
I hope you will make the right decision,

Claudia Berdugo

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

!City Council
Statement for June 8, 2020
Sunday, June 07, 2020 10:16:08 PM
6.8.2020 Lakemacher Statement.pdf

*Attached as PDF
Statement to Urbana City Council for June 8, 2020 Meeting
From: Daniel J. Lakemacher - Urbana, IL (Ward 5)

Dear Mayor and City Council Members,
I'm dismayed to learn that the city intends to reappoint Bryant Seraphin as
Chief of Police. Across this country people are outraged and demanding
accountability and change in the actions of police officers and in police department
policies. Our community is no exception, and the City of Urbana stands at a
crossroads in deciding whether it will continue to endorse the unchecked and
systemic violence of police.
I implore the Mayor and members of the City Council to choose the path of
accountability and change by not reappointing Bryant Seraphin as Chief. After
hundreds of people reviewed the video of the April 10, 2020 police assault of Aleyah
Lewis, Mr. Seraphin was presented with a critical opportunity to take accountability for
the police failure to safely meet the needs of our residents. As Chief, Mr. Seraphin
could have met the public humbly and sent a clear message that even if his officers
behavior is common practice in other departments, he would take the lead in seeing
that Urbana Police would do better.
Sadly, neither this type of accountable leadership nor a willingness to reflect
and change are present in Chief Seraphin’s messaging and actions. In response to
the public outcry over seeing one of our fellow residents assaulted, the Chief

presented a multi-hour legalistic defense of police tactics which devolved into a
psychological smear campaign against the very woman that Urbana police had
physically harmed earlier that month.
Although many of the Chief’s interpretations of events and tactics are
questionable, it’s unnecessary to dispute any of the specific arguments the Chief
made in this forum because those are matters that can, and hopefully will, be settled
in court. Ultimately, the very fact that the Chief went to such great lengths to discredit
Ms. Lewis in a forum hosted by this Council is the most significant reason why he
should not be reappointed. The Chief has made it explicitly clear that if the public
seeks change in the policing of our community, his response won’t even acknowledge
the possibility of improvement and will instead combine a “by-the-book” defense of
the status-quo with personal attacks on the character and actions of our fellow
residents.
Like the rest of America, Urbana needs leaders that are willing to acknowledge
mistakes and do things differently. Bryant Seraphin has proven repeatedly over the
last eight weeks that he is either unwilling or unable to take accountability and provide
improvement-oriented leadership as Chief. It is now the responsibility of the Mayor
and City Council to respond to the ongoing public demand for change by sending a
clear message that Urbana can, and will, do better by not reappointing Bryant
Seraphin as Chief of Police.

Respectfully,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

!City Council; !City Clerk
[*** QUARANTINE ***] Chief"s Seraphin"s appointment tonight is inappropriate and erodes public trust
Monday, June 08, 2020 9:25:59 AM
Low

This is my public input for tonight and I would welcome your response. - Danielle
Chynoweth
Last Monday, my son and I marched with over 1000 local residents calling for justice
for George Floyd, a black man murdered by Minneapolis Police, and Aleyah Lewis, a
young black woman brutalized on Good Friday by Urbana Police Officers. Protest
organizers were clear - we were marching for both national and local change.
Near to us, we saw Police Chief Bryant Seraphin, along with the Mayor, take a knee
with protestors at Main Street. Then later that night the Chief read a statement
condemning the officers who killed George Floyd. If this display was coupled with
leadership and action in addressing the wrong-doings of Urbana police, I would be
grateful. Instead the words of James Baldwin ring in my ears: “I can’t believe what
you say because I see what you do.”
When officers act in the manner they did on April 10th, it is the responsibility of
leadership to take swift action to course correct and re-establish public trust. A review
of the body camera footage of the April 10th arrest of Ms. Lewis shows many missed
opportunities for de-escalation, incompetence in dealing with an agitated resident,
and reckless, disrespectful, and retaliatory actions by police.
Racism and sexism are central to understanding this event: Such brutality would not
have been inflicted on Ms. Lewis if she were white. The victim complains she is being
racially profiled, offers herself to be searched by a female officer only, is assaulted in
response to calling the police racist, and is told during her beating to “act like a lady.”
What I expected after the Good Friday debacle is for city leadership to do the right
thing: put the officers involved on administrative leave, conduct a meaningful
investigation, explain to the State’s Attorney that officers improperly instigated a
physical confrontation, make an apology and restitution to the victim, and take action
to ensure it did not happen again.
Instead on April 27th, Chief Seraphin presented a two hour narrative of events that
shocked the public with contortionist moves to reframe plain-sighted police brutality
as legitimate and wholly within department policy. Instead of any form of selfreflection or engagement with community concerns, city leadership and Chief made
an “all fine here” declaration after a hasty, one-sided investigation. That this

investigation found “no wrongdoing,” calls into question the use of force policies of the
police and the fitness of its leadership.
Worst yet, the Chief’s presentation on April 27th violated Ms. Lewis’s constitutional
and civil rights by putting her on public trial without defense, showing a video made
without her knowledge of her jail interrogation, and contaminating the jury pool with
public declarations.
Tonight the Mayor has put forth the reappointment of Chief Seraphin to the
council. I ask you to divide the question and vote no, or at least table, his
appointment. I believe it is inappropriate to confirm Chief Seraphin’s
appointment when there is a pending investigation and a Civilian Police Review
Board complaint about the violation of Ms. Lewis’s civil rights on both April
10th and at the April 27th city council meeting.
You can not march in the streets for justice one day and then leave that behind as
you enter City Hall the next day. Moving forward with the re-appointment or Chief
Seraphin when you have unanswered questions and concerns from hundreds of
constituents about the conduct of his officers and his internal investigation is
misguided and will further erode public trust.
In the past few weeks, this country has changed. We can’t go back, only forward.
Forward means a serious look at police leadership, practices, oversight, and funding.
It is a lot of work to do. The work starts now.
P.S. Just this weekend, I realized that police funding was increased by $2 Million, or 21%, last
year when the library, civic center, and other areas were cut. I will be sending a follow-up
comment on this for the meeting about the budget.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

! Miller, Jared
!City Council
Do not Reappoint Chief Seraphin
Sunday, June 07, 2020 12:16:29 PM

Dear Mr. Miller,
I implore you to listen to the will of the people by not reappointing a Chief of police who is
under review. We've seen time and again over the last few months that officers with serious
complaints are being reappointed only to continue to harm their communities. The buck must
stop with you!
Please do your part in settling on our local civil unrest by ensuring everyone is impartial and
held accountable. As my representative on the council it is important that you understand your
constituents are tired of the same old business as usual. Enough is enough! If you're truly
interested in justice then you will vote down or vote to delay this appointment.
Thank you,
Danielle
  

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
police violence
Monday, June 08, 2020 10:43:13 AM

To the Urbana City Council,
I have reviewed with horror the incident involving the Urbana Police and citizen Aleyah
Lewis on 04/20/20.
This incident clearly involved the use of excessive force toward and restraint of this young
black woman by several white male Urbana Police officers. Ms. Lewis was already
handcuffed when the police officers beat her, and they continued to restrain her long after she
was lying on the ground face down and not resisting. This incident parallels far too closely the
sickening brutalization and murder of black man George Floyd by white male police officers
in Minneapolis.
Yet, I understand that Urbana Police Chief Seraphin's investigation of this incident found no
wrongdoing. This investigation was entirely inadequate and inappropriate as it was not
conducted by an unbiased, outside body. Further, given that Chief Seraphin does not see the
clear wrongoing captured on this video, I insist that he not be reappointed to his position as
Chief of the Urbana Police.
As a resident of this community I cannot feel safe until all members of our community are
safe. As such, I demand that you take sweeping action to assure no further violence toward
the black members of our community by our police.
I stand in solidarity with my faith community, professional colleagues, and peaceful protestors
who demand justice and safety for the black members of our community.
No justice, NO PEACE.
Debbie Sperry, Ph.D.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!All City Clerk"s Office
FW: Form submission from: Contact Us
Friday, June 05, 2020 10:47:11 AM

This comment was received through Citizens' Voice on the City's website.
Barb
-----Original Message----From: www-data@urbanaillinois.us <www-data@urbanaillinois.us> On Behalf Of Don Keefer via City of Urbana
Sent: Friday, June 05, 2020 10:02 AM
To: ! Citizens' Voice <CitizensVoice@urbanaillinois.us>
Subject: Form submission from: Contact Us
Submitted on Friday, June 5, 2020 - 10:01
Submitted by: 23.249.33.169
Submitted values are:

Name: Don Keefer
Email:
Ward: 7
Choose an Issue: Police
Comment: I just watched the video on the police arrest of Aleyah Lewis on
April 10th. I cannot believe this. While the video comes late in the
situation, the woman was at a great distance and clearly posed no threat to
the police. For them to arrest her at all, let alone so violently is
outrageous. For them all to be carrying automatic weapons is also beyond
belief. This must be addressed directly on several levels. The officers
involved with arresting and punching her should be fined and either fired or
put on some administrative leave. Criminal charges should probably be brought
for their assault on her. It is also clear that policy changes are needed
that would address the use of assault rifles after a suspect has been
arrested. While I understand that a shot was reported to have been fired, I
have not heard whether or not a gun was found. The arrest of the man was made
without incident. There should be no reason to keep the assault rifles out
and use them while talking with the woman. While she continued arguing with
the officers, so what?! She posed no threat and they could have left without
further incident. This kind of policing is unacceptable!

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
! Miller, Jared
Public Input on June 8, 2020
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:48:16 PM

Dear Mayor Marlin and City Council Members:
I am writing again in response to the brutal arrest of Ms. Aleyah Lewis on April 10th
of this year and the official law enforcement response that said the police officers’ actions
were A-OK. All of this is unacceptable – we expect our police officers to show respect to all
community members, which they certainly didn’t do on April 10th. Police are sometimes
called public safety officers, or even peace officers, but these actions were anything but
peaceful, and they jeopardized rather than protected public safety.
The plan to hire an independent consultant to investigate the situation is promising,
but it must include the following steps:
<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.

<!--[endif]-->Involve community
members in choosing the independent organization to investigate
all or these issues.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.

<!--[endif]-->Set a scope of work that
involves not just this specific incident but also issues of disrespect
for others based on race, gender, economic status, and religious
background, and how those attitudes interfere with ability to truly
improve public safety; and also whether current police procedures
and Use of Force guidelines are appropriate.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3.

<!--[endif]-->The UPD should begin right
now to review random footage of police-community interactions
with officers and discuss how de-escalation techniques could be
implemented in them to improve outcomes.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4.

<!--[endif]-->Make a strong commitment
to follow through on the recommendations, even though they
may be uncomfortable, in order to truly support public safety and
a peaceful community.

Three good ways to show this commitment, that you could take now, would be to
encourage that the charges against Ms. Lewis be dropped, to release all the body camera
footage of the incident, and to start work right away to strengthen the Civilian Police Review
Board. This would begin to address the assault on Ms. Lewis and improve transparency to
the community.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->-

<!--[endif]-->Dottie Vura-Weis

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
support for Bryant Seraphin
Monday, June 08, 2020 10:57:28 AM

I am writing to you today in support of retaining Bryant Seraphin as the Chief of Police.
I have worked with Bryant 11 years, developing youth in service and leadership. I have seen
him go out of his way to assist young people who are underrepresented or who lack a deep
support network. I have known him to be kind, caring, and unbiased towards all youth.
Clearly Urbana, and all of America, must make changes. We need to come together and better
understand our problems and divisions so we can move forward. Urbana needs someone who
knows the community and knows how to lead with understanding and compassion. Bryant is a
valuable resource and deserves a chance to help Urbana create a better environment.
Respectfully
Drew MacGregor

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Do not Re-appoint city police chief
Monday, June 08, 2020 1:47:45 PM

Hello Urbana City Council,
My name is Elliot Schultz, I'm a former resident of Urbana but moved to Champaign a couple
years ago. I stand with my brothers and sisters in Urbana who are fighting for justice for
Aleyah Lewis. The use of force displayed by the officers was an egregious overreaction that
can only be explained by racism. There cannot be justice until those officers, and all officers
involved, are held accountable for propogating the white supremacist foundations of the
criminal justice system. Therefore, I'd like to call for the following demands:
-- Vote no on the reappointment of Chief Seraphin.
-- Drop all charges against Aleyah Lewis.
-- Initiate a truly meaningful and independent investigation.
-- Make the Citizen Police Review Board a meaningful oversight and comply with its
ordinance.
No Justice, No Peace,
Elliot Schultz

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
say no to chief seraphin
Sunday, June 07, 2020 1:00:29 PM

As a member of the CU community, I am pleading that you say vote NO to the reappointment
of Chief Seraphin. Chief Seraphin’s appointment is inappropriate while the city is conducting
an investigation of the April 10th events and while there is a complaint submitted to the
Civilian Review Board of Police about Seraphin’s egregious violations of Ms. Lewis’s 5th
amendment rights and rights of due process April 27th when he put her on public trial without
any defense. He also insisted that Ms. Lewis had “no injuries." We demand that you vote NO
on Chief Seraphin's appointment, that all charges against Aleyah Lewis be dropped, put the
officers who beat Ms. Lewis on leave pending the investigation, make the Citizen Police
Review Board a meaningful oversight and comply with its ordinance, and initiate a truly
meaningful and independent investigation.
Best,

--Eleena Ahmed

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Letter to Council
Monday, June 08, 2020 5:36:03 PM

June 7, 2020
To Whom It May Concern:
I have every confidence that you have no intention to contribute to the harm of any Black
person in our community. I also believe that the store owner who called Minneapolis police
had no intention of to harm George Floyd. However, police violence is a system whose
ultimate outcomes are beyond the will of any one person.
It is a system in which choices, including who is hired as the police chief, how officers are
trained, and how an officer acts in any moment, lead to outcomes. It is a system in which a
culture of machismo can result in officers using aggression so that they aren’t chided as
cowards by their peers, and a system in which officers who are abusive spouses carry their
abuse into interactions with perceived perpetrators. It is also a system in which Black people
are highly overrepresented in media as criminals, leading to racialized implicit bias so that
Black people jogging, birdwatching, driving, sleeping in their homes are perceived as
perpetrators, and pre-emptively convicted and sentenced to harm or death by in the minds of
officers who act without recourse. (In a recent study, the number of police charged with
crimes when they killed a person was under a hundred, while the number of killings with no
charges was over 2,500) It is a system in which your choices matter.
If you choose to re-appoint Chief Seraphin at this time, you are choosing to disregard your
responsibility to your constituents. It would be irresponsible to make this choice at a time
when the actions of officers under his charge are pending investigation, and after his
presentation to you not only misrepresented what happened (saying she had no injuries) but
also violated her 5th amendment rights.
In the past week, hundreds of thousands of people have come out in our community to end
police violence. Many of you also did this. But though you spoke for an hour about what it
means to you last week, it is your choices that we are paying attention to. The Minneapolis
City Council is courageously voting to defund and disband the police in favor of other
community safety programs. Surely the lest you can do is:
·      Vote down or defer appointing Chief Seraphin.
·      Take action to drop the charges against Ms. Lewis.
·      Hold the officers responsible for her injuries accountable.
·      Reform the CPRB to be a meaningful entity where citizen complaints are actually
reviewed, not dismissed.
You have a choice to do your part to end police violence in our community, or to allow it to
continue.
Be well,

elizaBeth Simpson

I don't have a pronoun preference, but I respect yours.
“We are not to simply bandage the wounds of victims beneath the wheels of injustice, we are to
drive a spoke into the wheel itself.”
― Dietrich Bonhoeffer

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Defund the police and start with not re-appointing Chief Seraphin
Monday, June 08, 2020 10:15:22 AM

Dear City Council,
As a resident of the CU community, I am very concerned about the upcoming decision
whether to re-appoint Chief Seraphin in the current context of investigation into the actions
police took against Aleyah Lewis. I urge you not to re-appoint Chief Seraphin, at least until
the investigation returns findings. Chief Seraphin's actions in Ms. Lewis' case are clearly
biased.
I also return to what I have written last week:
Drop all charges against Aleyah Lewis
Initiate a truly meaningful and independent investigation
Put the officers who beat Ms. Lewis on leave pending the investigation
Make the Citizen Police Review Board a meaningful oversight and comply with its
ordinance.
Minneapolis has issued the historic decision to defund the police. This is a tipping point in our
society. I urge you to start investigating what it would mean to reallocate resources to public
health, mental health, and other community-focused strategies. Urbana is well known for
being unwelcoming to black folks, use your power to change that.
Additionally, I wanted to share a podcast - Throughline from NPR - that discusses the history
of policing in America, which is very much tied to our history of slavery. Please take some
time to educate yourselves - it is the duty of those in power:
https://www.npr.org/2020/06/03/869046127/american-police.
Emilee Mathews

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
PUBLIC INPUT 06/08/2020
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:35:32 PM

Hello, Council Members.
Tonight is Urbana Mayoral Appointments time, and I am asking you to veto
the appointment of Vacellia Clark to the position of Human Relations Officer.
Here’s why:
I have been involved with Urbana’s Civilian Police Review Board since last
fall. I've spoken at their meetings and have been quite disappointed and
quite concerned with the dysfunctional nature of this board, which is
supposed to be supported by Ms. Clark in her capacity as Human Relations
Officer. In January of this year, when seeking facts about how the CPRB is
supposed to function and how it is allegedly supported by city staff, I had a
phone conversation with Charlie Smyth, the City Clerk who resigned 10
days ago. During that conversation, Mr. Smyth told me that Ms. Clark was
only a part-time employee, which explained to me Ms. Clark’s extreme
tardiness in returning phone calls and her shocking lack of availability to
citizens such as myself. Furthermore, I have never seen Ms. Clark attend a
single CPRB meeting. I found it troubling then and I find it mind boggling
now that the city of Urbana seems to believe that it's a wise idea to have a
part-time employee in such a critically important city job during such a
tumultuous time.
This afternoon at about 3 p.m., I called the Clerk’s Office to enquire about
Ms. Clark’s employment status, and I was told that nothing has changed - she is still part time.
Ms. Clark’s lack of availability and questionable accountability do not make
her a strong candidate to be reappointed. The Human Relations Officer
works for the public and for the good of the public. The Human Relations
Officer should be a full-time employee who is responsive, available, and
accountable to the public. The citizens of Urbana deserve better. Please do
not vote to reappoint Vacellia Clark as Human Relations Officer.
Thank you for listening.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Comments for June 8 2020 Council Meeting
Monday, June 08, 2020 7:08:28 PM

Urbana City Council Members,
I serve as chair of Champaign’s Citizen Police Review Board. I speak tonight in support Chair Lyubansky’s suggested
reforms to the CRPB ordinance. I also submit four additional recommendations based on my three years of experience.

If the City Council wants a functioning Citizen Police Review Board, the Council must submit
changes to the ordinance that outlines the Board’s responsibilities.
CPRB Chair Lyubansky has identified 3 changes he seeks to make to the ordinance- subpoena power,
the ability to review all complaints (not just appeals), and to remove the notarization requirement from the
complaint submission process. I support these changes, Champaign’s Review Board has operated with
each change since our inception. Each is crucial to accomplishing our mission.
I suggest 4 additional changes:
1. The CPRB should review all uses of force, not just TASERs, and should categorize pointing and
unholstering a firearm to be a use of force, as Champaign’s Use of Force board does.
2. The Council reconsider the requirements for service on the CPRB. Specifically, the Council should
strike the language in the ordinance that prohibits anyone with a criminal felony conviction or plea from
serving on the CPRB. To the contrary, service from those with experiences in the criminal justice system
are crucial voices to the complaint process and police relations.
3. The Council should allow the CPRB to elect their own leadership. Currently, the language in the
ordinance requires the mayor to designate the chair and a vice-chair of the board of the CPRB and allows
the mayor to remove any board member. This requirement gives the mayor too much power over the
Board, who would have little knowledge of the inner workings of the board.
4. The Council should raise the standards for the CPRB training material. Members should be
briefed on the language of the ordinance, police policy, and how to work with City Staff. This allows for
the competent functioning of the board.

Kindly,
Emily Rodriguez

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
2020 Budget
Monday, June 08, 2020 5:28:27 PM

Hello,
My name is Emma Chmielewski I am writing to let you know there needs to be a emergency
meeting or meetings on police brutality and on redistribution of funds for 2020. I am writing
to demand that funds currently allocated to the police department be given to support
programs for the community. Many people in the community lack basic essentials and it is
morally reprehensible to dedicate so many resources to the police department. Funding needs
to go into resources that help not hinder the community. We could better our community by
focusing on justice accessibility, trauma resiliency, therapy/counseling, and supporting local
housing. Please listen to the community. Additionally, I demand that the charges against
Aleyah Lewis are dropped. We must implement changes and not just say we stand by them.
Thank you for your time,
Emma Chmielewski

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
PUBLIC INPUT 6/8/20
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:45:55 PM

Dear City Council Members,
My name is Erin, and I am a graduate student at UIUC. I am writing to express my support for
Ms. Aleyah Lewis, and to strongly urge you to vote down Police Chief Bryant Seraphin’s
reappointment. At minimum, his reappointment must be delayed until an independent
investigation of Ms. Lewis’s case has been completed. Although Chief Seraphin may have
participated in local Black Lives Matter demonstrations, he has demonstrated an egregious
lack of care for the lives of Black community members through his actions, and the violence
his officers have perpetrated against them. If you, as city council members, are committed to
opposing police violence in our community, as you claim to be, you must take action now.
You must also act in support of Ms. Lewis, beginning by dropping all charges against her.
Further, the officers who participated in her beating must be put on leave pending the
independent investigation. Finally, I demand reform to the Citizen Police Board, including a
less restrictive complaint submission process, so that the board can better serve to hold the
police accountable for their actions.
You are in a position to do something about police violence in our community. If you truly
care about ending police violence and racist oppression, as you claim to, then hold Chief
Seraphin accountable and give Ms. Lewis the justice that she deserves. Thank you.
-Erin E. Long, M.S.

From:
Subject:
Date:

! Miller, Jared; !City Council
Comments on the Proposed Reappointment of Police Chief Seraphin
Monday, June 08, 2020 7:01:23 PM

Dear Members of the Urbana City Council,
As an Urbana resident in ward 7, I am deeply concerned about the Mayor's recommendation
that police Chief Seraphin be reappointed for another year. Considering current events,
including the local protests for justice in the murder of George Floyd, I believe we as resident
have made it abundantly clear that we believe this to be a time for reconsidering the role of the
police in our city and not continuing to uncritically support it. Particularly considering the
mistreatment of Ms. Lewis at the hands of the Urbana Police Department on April 10th, Chief
Seraphin should on no account be reappointed for another year. Rather, I hope that the Council
takes this opportunity to consider restricting the authority of the police in Urbana.
Kind regards,
Fiona Munro

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Urging you to reconsider Mr. Seraphin"s Reappointment
Monday, June 08, 2020 1:38:09 PM

Good afternoon city council members,
I am a resident of Ward 2.
I strongly urge you to vote against Mr. Bryant Seraphin’s reappointment as Urbana PD
Police Chief for the following reasons:
The Urbana PD's response to the violent arrest of Ms. Lewis is NOT REFLECTIVE of
what this community stands for. Urbana PD has been changing the narrative of her
arrest, in response to public pressure, and even tried to litigate her case during a council
meeting without her consent / presence. This disgraceful behavior has led to loss of
public trust in Urbana PD, which was discussed at length in the last city council
meeting. In the light of these events, it would be inappropriate to place Urbana PD
under the same leadership.
During his tenure, Urbana PD has not made sufficient strides to even catch up to its
neighbors in CU with regards to police accountability and training. Specifically, UPD
has not even embraced:
The NAACP-IL/ Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police 10 shared principles , a
largely symbolic document that Champaign PD adopted in 2018 and Univ. Of
Illinois PD (UIPD) adopted in 2019. Regardless of whether they have started
to pursue this now in response to public outcry, it is the duty of the police
chief to be proactively working to improve the relationship with the
community and effectiveness of policing. We (and you) should not have to
do his job for him.
The Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police Illinois Law Enforcement
Accreditation Program (ILEAP) . These contain a set of basic standards for a
competent local police force tailored for the laws of Illinois. Total cost for the
program and accreditation are miniscule (up to $800 a year – compared to
UPD’s proposed budget of $11 Million for FY21). Champaign PD has been
accredited since 2010 and UIPD since 2012.
These are not new programs, nor should it take the recent increased attention to
police accountability to get UPD to embrace them.
Regardless of whether UPD will improve in the future, failure to pursue these
policies demonstrates that Mr. Seraphin is unfit for the privilege of serving the city
of Urbana.
I hope you will make the right decision,
Thank you,
Girija Bodhankar

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council; ! Jakobsson, Eric
Chief Judge Seraphin HAS TO GO.
Sunday, June 07, 2020 12:10:15 PM

Dear Urbana City Council,

Chief Seraphin’s appointment is inappropriate while the city is conducting an investigation of the
April 10th events and while there is a complaint submitted to the Civilian Review Board of Police
about Seraphin’s egregious violations of Ms. Lewis’s 5th amendment rights and rights of due
process April 27th when he put her on public trial without any defense. He also insisted that Ms.
Lewis had “no injuries."
Chief Seraphin’s appointment must be voted down.
Sincerely,
Grace

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marlin, Diane; !City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts,
Dennis; ! Colbrook, William; ! Miller, Jared
Commit to reallocate funds for social equity
Monday, June 08, 2020 4:58:40 PM

Hello,
My name is Hamed Kadiani and I am a former resident of Urbana, IL. I am extremely
concerned with the city of Urbana's investment in the police department as a means of
keeping our community safe and healthy. I am therefore writing to demand that the
city council vote to reapportion funds currently allocated to the police department to
instead support programs that promote the well-being of our citizens and hold each
other accountable in keeping our community safe.
It is morally reprehensible to dedicate so many resources to police while citizens
struggle to afford basic necessities and many more lack access to essential services.
We could be better taking care of our community by educating on trauma resiliency,
supporting local housing and justice accessibility efforts and establishing mutual aid
services. Through appropriate fund allocation away from the police and into
community services, we can build a stronger and healthier place for everyone to live.
I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate
action to address our concerns. We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a
community, we must SHOW that Black lives matter and, as a society currently
burdened by capitalism, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.
Thank you,
Hamed Kadiani
Former Urbana Resident
--

Hamed Kadiani

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marlin, Diane; !City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts,
Dennis; ! Colbrook, William; ! Miller, Jared
Commit to Reallocate Funds for Social Equity
Monday, June 08, 2020 5:39:42 PM

Hello,

My name is Hanaa Khan and I am a resident of Urbana. I am extremely concerned with the city of
Urbana’s investment in the police department as a means of keeping our community safe and healthy. I
am therefore writing to demand that the city council vote to reapportion funds currently allocated to the
police department to instead support programs that promote the well-being of our citizens and hold each
other accountable in keeping our community safe.

It is morally reprehensible to dedicate so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic
necessities and many more lack access to essential services. We could be better taking care of our
community by educating on trauma resiliency, supporting local housing and justice accessibility efforts
and establishing mutual aid services. Through appropriate fund allocation away from the police and into
community services, we can build a stronger and healthier place for everyone to live.

I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to address our
concerns. We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black
lives matter and, as a society currently burdened by capitalism, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.

Thank you,

Hanaa Khan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marlin, Diane; !City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts,
Dennis; ! Colbrook, William; ! Miller, Jared
Commit to Reallocate Funds for Social Equity
Monday, June 08, 2020 11:05:15 PM

Hello,
My name is Hiba Ahmed and I am a resident of Champaign. I am extremely concerned with the city of
Urbana's investment in the police department as a means of keeping our community safe and healthy. I
am therefore writing to demand that the city council vote to reapportion funds currently allocated to the
police department to instead support programs that promote the well-being of our citizens and hold each
other accountable in keeping our community safe.
It is morally reprehensible to dedicate so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic
necessities and many more lack access to essential services. We could be better taking care of our
community by educating on trauma resiliency, supporting local housing and justice accessibility efforts
and establishing mutual aid services. Through appropriate fund allocation away from the police and into
community services, we can build a stronger and healthier place for everyone to live.
I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to address our
concerns. We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black
lives matter and, as a society currently burdened by capitalism, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.
Thank you,
Hiba A

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marlin, Diane; !City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts,
Dennis; ! Colbrook, William; ! Miller, Jared
Commit to reallocate funds for social equity
Monday, June 08, 2020 10:33:02 PM

Hello,

My name is Husna Hussaini and I am a resident of Chicago, IL. I am extremely concerned with the city of
Urbana’s investment in the police department as a means of keeping our community safe and healthy. I
am therefore writing to demand that the city council vote to reapportion funds currently allocated to the
police department to instead support programs that promote the well-being of our citizens and hold each
other accountable in keeping our community safe.

It is morally reprehensible to dedicate so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic
necessities and many more lack access to essential services. We could be better taking care of our
community by educating on trauma resiliency, supporting local housing and justice accessibility efforts
and establishing mutual aid services. Through appropriate fund allocation away from the police and into
community services, we can build a stronger and healthier place for everyone to live.

I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to address our
concerns. We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black
lives matter and, as a society currently burdened by capitalism, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.

Thank you,

Husna Hussaini

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Commit to reallocate funds for social equity
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:45:18 PM

Hello,

My name is Jackson Hasler and I am a resident of Champaign. I am extremely concerned with UrbanaChampaign’s investment in the police department at the expense of critical youth, education, and health
services.

I am therefore writing to demand that the city council vote to reapportion funds currently allocated to the
police department to instead support evidence-based programs and services that, unlike increased police
presence, promote the well-being of our citizens and reduce crime. It is morally reprehensible to dedicate
so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic necessities and many more lack
access to essential services, including childcare, detox centers and necessary mental health resources.

We could be empowering communities by educating on trauma resiliency, supporting local housing and
justice accessibility efforts, and designating community counselors to address root causes of the crimes
we police. Through appropriate fund allocation we may be able to break established cycles of poverty,
crime, and addiction that affect every member of our community.

I also urge the city council to enact legislation that will hold the police accountable and to overturn policies
that allow police to engage in unlawful behavior with impunity.

People are marching in the streets because they know that these actions will result in a healthier, more
just society. I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to
address our concerns.
We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black lives matter
and, as a capitalist society, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.

Thank you,

Jackson Hasler

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Chief Seraphin
Monday, June 08, 2020 4:27:01 PM

Hello,
My name is Jamie Davis and I am a resident of Urbana. I am contacting you to
convey my request that the council vote down Chief Seraphin, or defer the reappointment. I also request that you do everything in your power to drop the charges
against Aleah Lewis, and hold the officers involved accountable.
Thank you,
Jamie Davis

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
! Roberts, Dennis
Chief Seraphin"s Reappointment
Monday, June 08, 2020 11:56:32 AM

Hello,
I'm writing today concerning Chief Seraphin's reappointment. It's extremely concerning to me
that he could be reappointed while the city is still conducting an investigation into the events
of April 10th and while a complaint has been submitted regarding Chief Seraphin's violation
of Aleyah Lewis' 5th amendment rights by putting her on trial without defense. As an Urbana
resident of Ward 5, I'm asking that Urbana City Council either vote no on or vote to delay
Chief Seraphin's reappointment.
Thank you for your time,
Jamie Keener

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
drop charges against Aliyah Lewis
Monday, June 08, 2020 5:50:26 PM

Dear City Council of Urbana-I saw the video just like everyone else. Those officers did nothing but exacerbate the
situation. They did nothing to "protect and serve" Aliyah Lewis. Is this the type of policing
that you want to see in Urbana? I can't imagine how you've been convinced of the
appropriateness of the actions of the officers in the video. Think instead of the way that you
want police officers to conduct themselves, and ask yourself if charging Aliyah Lewis brings
Urbana closer to that goal, or farther? Similarly, are you so assured of the appropriateness of
the reappointment of Chief Seraphim that you really don't think a delay is the safest option?
Think about the future of the great city of Urbana, in which I lived for 5 years. What is your
vision for the best that the police force could be? Then ask yourself, what actions that you can
take tonight will move you toward that goal.  
thank you
Jamie Kozma

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Police Accountability, now
Monday, June 08, 2020 3:43:55 PM

Hello Good People,
Please, I urge you to vote no or defer the re-appointment of Chief
Seraphin.
Having watched the horrid and unacceptable treatment of Ms. Lewis,
you must insist all of the charges be dropped against her.
The officers who treated her in this manner must be held accountable.
You know what is right to do, given all of the evidence. I trust you will
act in a responsible and decent manner.
Thank you,
Jan Kalmar

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council; Marlin, Diane
Public Comment
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:36:04 PM

Dear Council,
There is a lot to say but I will try to be brief as I'm sure many people are hoping for their
voices to be heard tonight.
Seraphin's presentation on April 27th raises major red flags; appointing him now with an
impending independent investigation and a pending CPRB complaint would demonstrate that
the Council has predetermined the outcome of those investigations. Similarly, the fact that
Cervantes and Ruff are not on leave pending the investigation raises serious questions about
whether the City is at all serious about investigating.
Finally, I would like to mention for the record that my complaint to the Civilian Police Review
Board about the April 10th and April 27th incidents is still being blocked by the Chief of
Police and City Administrator. I have remedied some grammatical criticism but they are
currently blocking the complaint, it seems, on the grounds that video evidence amounts to
hearsay. I hope I will at least be able to appeal this matter directly to the CPRB but, as yet, I
have not received an answer as to whether that is possible or how I might be able to proceed if
it is, indeed, an option. I believe the CPRB deserved a chance to weigh in on this.
Sincerely,
Jane McClintock

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
! Brown, Bill; Marlin, Diane
Statement for June 8 Urbana City Council
Monday, June 08, 2020 1:21:06 PM

Below please find a statement I respectfully submit as public comment for tonight’s Urbana City Council meeting:
When recognized and responded to with care and compassion, times of crisis can become opportunities for needed
growth and reform. May this be such a time in our City of Urbana.
Having learned that the annual reappointment of Chief Seraphin is on the agenda for tonight’s City Council meeting,
I took time to review Chief Seraphin’s April 27 presentation to Council. What I heard suggests a limited view of
leadership responsibility. Repeatedly, Chief Seraphin cites two criteria: departmental policy and the law, leaving the
clear impression that if these are checked off, then all is well.
Granted, policing as we know it is difficult and being a police chief is a tough role. I participated in the Citizen’s
Police Academy as a way to grow my own understanding in this regard.
Indeed, because of the challenges we face with building community trust and reforming how we deal with systemic
injustice, we need law enforcement leadership that functions beyond the managerial, that looks deeply into
situations and patterns, and that demonstrates the grace and humility to admit the need for improvements in policies
and procedures. Such leadership is characterized by open communication, non-defensiveness, and compassion.
I would hope that Chief Seraphin aspires to be such a transformative leader and that he will be provided with
ongoing professional development and mentoring in these areas. And I would advocate for these leadership
expectations to be clearly spelled out for the police chief along with a periodic means for evaluating them. This will
be critical, as the City moves ahead with important next steps, including endorsing and implementing the Illinois
NAACP and Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police “Shared Principles.”
From all our city officials, I ask for open acknowledgement of the problems, a comprehensive commitment to
antiracist policies and de-escalation/de-militarization, and a willingness to accept citizen review and input — not
merely as an appeals process, but routinely as a way of encouraging accountability and building trust.
Thank you for your attention to my concerns.
Rev. Dr. Janet Elaine Guthrie

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Public Input for Urbana City Council (6/8)
Monday, June 08, 2020 10:51:05 AM

My name is Jeff Putney and I live in Champaign.
In the past weeks we have seen deep truths about the systemic nature of white supremacy and
policing in our country brought to everyone's attention. We have seen the police precinct that
defended murderous cops burned to ground by their own community, with popular support.
We have seen schools vowing to end their contracts with police and redirect that money to true
community needs. We have seen the Minnenapolis lawmakers pass a resolution vowing to
disband their police department with a veto proof majority.
Locally the tone is no different. We have seen massive street protests in Champaign-Urbana
with thousands marching at a time. We have seen community unrest and anger met with
militarized riot police who released violence against our own community members. Those
most affected by police violence in our community have raised their voices to let it be known
the conditions that have fomented uprisings around the country exist here too. Champaign
county's Uniting Pride organization has banned uniformed police from participating in Pride.
The name of Aleyah Lewis has been chanted again and again in our streets.
And at the same time I have been appalled at seeing local politicians turning out for photo op's
in the streets. While they leave local victims of police violence to suffer under the threat of
state violence. Violence that will be carried out on their behalf through the use of felony
prosecution and prison time.
We do not need you in the streets chanting with us if you will not use your positions of power
to make difficult decisions that materially support the needs of the community. Right now you
have an opportunity to be among the loudest voices from behind your desks if you demand
substantive change. I truly believe if you are looking to lead in this fight for racial justice
locally you must immediately do the following:
Call for charges against Aleyah Lewis to be dropped.
Prosecute the officers who were involved.
Block the re-appointment of Chief Seraphin and apologize for the city's abhorrent
handling of this case
Call for all charges to be dropped against anyone arrested when our city released
militarized riot police against our community members at Markerplace mall.
Begin the process of discussing how Champaign-Urbana can defund our police and
divert money to programs that create safer conditions for everyone in our community.

From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

!City Council
j
Urbana City Council public comment from Paul Kotheimer and Jessy Ruddell, 6/8/2020
Monday, June 08, 2020 5:36:03 PM

We are Jessy Ruddell of
and Paul Kotheimer of
. We’ve each lived in Urbana for
over 25 years and have lived in Ward 5 for 18 years. We’ve raised kids here and have been long-time participants
in various community-building efforts. We state unequivocally that BLACK LIVES MATTER.

This week, the Minneapolis City Council has shown the way. We are convinced that
now is the time for Urbana to follow that city’s lead and to defund and disband the
police and to reallocate funds where they are needed: Education, housing, public
health, municipal infrastructure, the arts, libraries and other civic institutions.
Additionally, we assert that, in light of the racially charged police brutality against Ms.
Aleya Lewis on April 10th and the ongoing investigations into that misconduct, it is
completely inappropriate to renew the appointment of Police Chief Seraphin.
We recognize that these are turbulent times and that—even a few days ago—our
position might have been dismissed as unimaginably utopian. Nevertheless, we must
point out that efforts to defund and disband a municipal police force are currently
under way in a major U.S. city. We urge our council members and the mayor to give
serious study and consideration to the bold innovations put into action by their
counterparts in Minneapolis.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Reappointment of UPD Police Chief Seraphin
Monday, June 08, 2020 1:18:14 PM

Good afternoon city council members,
I am a resident of Ward 2.
I strongly urge you to vote against Mr. Bryant Seraphin’s reappointment as Urbana PD
Police Chief for the following reasons:
His disgraceful behavior in response to the violent arrest of Ms. Lewis has lost public trust in
Urbana PD. That he would think it suitable to publicly litigate the arrest during a council
meeting while trying to gaslight citizens into not believing their own eyes demonstrates a
disqualifying lack of judgement. Under his tenure, Urbana PD has not made sufficient strides
to even catch up to its neighbors in CU with regards to police accountability and training.
Specifically, UPD has not even embraced:
The NAACP-IL/ Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police 10 shared principles
[https://www.ilchiefs.org/shared-principles-how-to-adopt], a largely symbolic document
that Champaign PD adopted in 2018 [https://champaignil.gov/police/about-us/iacp-andnaacp-shared-principles-agreement/] and Univ. Of Illinois PD (UIPD) adopted in 2019
[https://blogs.illinois.edu/view/6221/801833]. Regardless of whether they have started
to pursue this now in response to public outcry, it is the duty of the police chief to be
proactively working to improve the relationship with the community and effectiveness
of policing. We (and you) should not have to do his job for him.
The Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police Illinois Law Enforcement Accreditation
Program (ILEAP) [https://www.ilchiefs.org/ileap-illinois-law-enforcementaccreditation-program-]. These contain a set of basic standards for a competent local
police force tailored for the laws of Illinois. Total cost for the program and accreditation
are miniscule (up to $800 a year – compared to UPD’s proposed budget of $11 Million
for FY21). Champaign PD has been accredited since 2010 and UIPD since 2012
[https://www.ilchiefs.org/list-of-agencies-ileap].
These are not new programs, nor should it take the recent increased attention to police
accountability to get UPD to embrace them. Regardless of whether UPD will improve in the
future, failure to pursue these policies demonstrates that Mr. Seraphin is unfit for the privilege
of serving the city of Urbana.
I hope you will make the right decision,
Jiming Chen

From:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Downvote Seraphin’s reappointment
Monday, June 08, 2020 8:20:07 AM

Council members,
I’m writing to ask that you vote no on reappointing Chief Seraphin. To begin, it is inappropriate to put forth his
reappointment while an investigation of his involvement with the Aleyah Lewis case is still being conducted.
Further, he violated Lewis’s 5th amendment rights when he put her on public trial April 27th, with no defense.
Concerning the Aleyah Lewis case, the UPD lacked transparency in their communications; it seemed like the UPD
cared more about preserving their own image over serving the community and this lack of transparency is part of a
wider pattern of adversarial relations between the police and the public. When the police feel they must ‘defend’
themselves against a public, the public too easily becomes an enemy. This is no way to serve and protect.
Please vote no on Seraphin,
Sincerely,
Jon Hays

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
PUBLIC INPUT: June 8 Meeting
Sunday, June 07, 2020 4:36:35 PM

This public input is from:
David Cisneros
--Dear Mayor and City Councilmembers:
I write to provide input on two items on the agenda -- Mayoral Staff Appointments and the
budget report.
As all of you know, this has been an extraordinary few weeks. Huge and sustained protests
across the nation are drawing our attention to the systematic nature of police violence and
racism and to the need for systemic changes. This is a crucial time to have these discussions in
our own city, because even before there were people marching across the country, the Urbana
community was loudly demanding justice for Aleyah Lewis and accountability for the violent
actions of the UPD.
I am glad that the city has heeded to some of these calls by planning an independent
investigation of the abuse of Ms. Lewis and beginning to strengthen and transform the
Citizens Police Review Board. We also call on the city to demand that the charges against Ms.
Lewis be dropped and that the officers involved be suspended pending the investigation.
I also do not believe it is appropriate at this time to formally reappoint Police Chief Bryant
Seraphin when the city is beginning an investigation into the events of April 10th. The
investigation should not only examine the actions of the officers involved but also Chief
Seraphin's handling of the situation, including the potential violation of Ms. Lewis' rights
through his highly biased and prejudicial report to the city council on April 27th. I understand
the need for due process, but it is wholly appropriate to delay his formal reappointment in
light of this pending inquiry.
But you cannot stop here. If you recognize these are systemic issues we need systemic and
sustained solutions. The conversations around the budget provides an opportunity. As you
have no doubt heard, policymakers in major cities around the country including Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Baltimore, Washington DC, and Minneapolis are having serious discussions
about reducing funding for policing, redirecting those funds toward efforts to strengthen
community institutions and to provide more accessible housing, health care, food, education
and community participation in city governance. Experts have long been arguing that reducing
funding for police is the only way to stop government's overreliance on policing and to solve
widespread and recurring police abuses and racial injustice.
These calls are all the more urgent in the world of the COVID pandemic, with decreasing
revenues and increased community needs. Right now the City spends over 30% of its budget
on policing the community and the city only spends a combined 8 % on general services and
community development. As the City plans to cut the budget to deal with the COVID 19
pandemic, the community development budget AND the fire deparment EACH face a drop of

nearly 12% while the UPD's budget stays the same. What better time to take seriously these
calls and talk about beginning to defund the police and instead commit to strengthening the
community and its institutions?
Last week the City Council and mayor made powerful statements in support of community
activism and called for greater racial justice and police accountability. If you really want to
honor those statements and deal with systemic problems, then you need systemic changes,
including listening to the community's demands and having serious discussions about the
future of policing in our community.
Thanks you.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Public Input 6-8-2020
Monday, June 08, 2020 2:36:21 PM

City Council Members,
Please look into the Aleyah Lewis case. She was assaulted by Urbana Police and then charged. She was denied
medical care for her injuries. I encourage each of you to use your voice and influence to:
-get the charges against her dropped immediately
-place the officers involved on suspension until the third party investigation is complete and then take appropriate
action
-look into patterns of behavior for every officer in our local departments and address patterns of aggression with
appropriate action/termination
-work with the police departments to develop new policies for use of force based on “8 Can’t Wait”
recommendations.
Thank you,
Julie Lang

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Police Reforms Needed
Friday, June 05, 2020 11:18:59 AM

Dear Urbana City Council members,
I write out of concern for our town's seeming lack of ability to hold the
police department accountable for its actions. I urge you to take the following actions:
1) Do everything in you power to drop the charges against Aleyah Lewis
2) Hold the officers accountable for their actions, most specifically those involved in
the Good Friday incident.
3) Remove the many obstacles that have neutered the Civilian Police Review Board's
ability to be effective.
These include:
-- Removing the requirement for a personal, first-hand witness
-- Extending the 45-day submission window during the pandemic (when reporters
must have personal access to a computer, printer, Internet, scanner)
-- Removing the notary requirement
-- Maintaining a complaint registry (as outlined in the CPRB's ordinance)
-- Forcing the Police Dept to actually send all complaints to the CPRB within seven
days (also the law)
-- Requiring the Police Dept to send receipt letters to complainants within the
mandatory 14 days
-- Having the CPRB review taser incidents (per City Code)
Thank you,
Juliet Larkin-Gilmore
Urbana, IL

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Justice for Aleyah Lewis
Friday, June 05, 2020 8:42:53 PM

Dear members of the Urbana City Council,
I moved to Urbana in the fall of 2019, anxious to live in what had been described to me as a
very progressive, welcoming city. However, the brutal arrest of Ms. Aleyah Lewis that occurred
just about two months ago, makes me question the morals of this city. Although Ms. Lewis
was understandably upset and only asking police to explain why her boyfriend was being
arrested, they escalated the situation by apprehending her, restraining her violently, and
forcing her to lay face-down in the middle of the street with an officer on top of her for a
number of minutes while she pleaded to be let go.
I am writing you to demand that you do everything in your power to drop all charges against
Aleyah. This young woman does not need to have any mark on her record for this unfair arrest
and punishing her for the wrongful actions of the officers who arrested her is exactly the type
of injustice that the nation is demanding be ended. Further the officers should be help
accountable for their actions to the fullest extent of the law and the Civilian Police Board
should be reformed in line with the numerous requests and demands that have been
presented to them over the years.
Now is the time to act. The prejudice and police brutality that local resident of color face daily
can not be allowed to go on and all officers involved in instances such as this should be
severely punished. Set the precedent for the nation. The world is watching you.
Sincerely,
-Kacie Gastanaga

From:
To:
Date:

!City Council
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:42:13 PM

The removal of our chief of police i first would like to know all the reasons this was brought
up and proof to support i would like to know if these that are complaining are home owners
or renters i as a land home have more of a say in my police department than a non land
owner i agreeded with his appointment and find these claims unfounded i would like too
have his record brought into light before we say he is unfit to do his job example how many
complaints have been dealt with how many unsolved homicides under his watch and how
many personnal complaints against him on a one on one i find this whole issue to be a waste
of our time to even bother karen james home owner in urbana for the last 22 yrs and proud of
our family in Blue

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
The reappointment of Police Chief Seraphin
Sunday, June 07, 2020 2:56:43 PM

I was disgusted at the hypocrisy demonstrated earlier last week by the Urbana Police
Chief, and believe that he should not be reappointed at this time. By taking a knee
with protesters on Monday, he was expressing solidarity with the protester's
demands. However, his actions in the running of the UPD have shown the complete
opposite.
I would like to echo the voice of Minnie Pearson, of the NAACP Champaign Chapter,
who wrote in a Guest Commentary for the News-Gazette. While the Illinois NAACP
affirmed the 10 Share Principles with the Illinois Association of Chiefs of Police in
Springfield on March 22, 2018, Chief Seraphin has not adopted them. Ms. Peason
goes on to say, "As we all know, there are historical reasons why so many community
members of color, to this day, mistrust the police. Unfortunately, the Urbana Police
Department has not adopted these principles, which give officers guidance on how to
handle encounters that build trust and not additional reasons to distrust. The
NAACPCC believes that the recent incident involving a black female could have been
avoided had the Urbana Police Department adopted and trained its officers on the 10
Shared Principles — most particularly, the de-escalation principle."
I demand that a delay be made before reappointing Chief Seraphin. Urbana
deserves to have the UPD run by a Chief focused on building community trust, not
one willing to uphold racist policing one moment, and saying they sympathize with
protesters just weeks later.
Karen Linder

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts, Dennis; Marlin, Diane; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Miller, Jared; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Hursey,
Shirese; ! Colbrook, William
Commit to reallocating funds to better serve the community
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:53:19 PM

Hello,

My name is Kat and I am a resident of Urbana, IL. I am extremely concerned with the city of Urbana’s
investment in the police department as a means of keeping our community safe and healthy. I am
therefore writing to demand that the city council vote to reapportion funds currently allocated to the police
department to instead support programs that promote the well-being of our citizens and hold each other
accountable in keeping our community safe.

It is morally reprehensible to dedicate so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic
necessities and many more lack access to essential services. We could be better taking care of our
community by educating on trauma resiliency, supporting local housing and justice accessibility efforts
and establishing mutual aid services. Through appropriate fund allocation away from the police and into
community services, we can build a stronger and healthier place for everyone to live.

I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to address our
concerns. We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black
lives matter and, as a society currently burdened by capitalism, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.  

Thank you,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council; ! Miller, Jared
Reappointment of Chief of Police
Monday, June 08, 2020 1:01:42 PM

Dear Urbana City Council and Jared Miller.
I write again as an Urbana resident of Ward 7, concerned about the recent arrest of Alleyah Lewis and
the lack of transparency regarding complaints about the way arresting officers treated this young woman.
These problems highlight broader issues with transparency between the police and Urbana communities.
It also brings to attention the failures of the Civilian Review Board of Police as a vehicle for citizen
complaints, and the need for changes to the policies regarding these. In light of these issues I would ask
the City Council to delay consideration of this reappointment until a more thorough review of this
particular case as well as wider issues of transparency are resolved.
Kathryn Oberdeck

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Re: Concerned Urbana resident
Monday, June 08, 2020 3:57:31 PM

Dear City Council,
I hope that you've had time to really think about how often police officers use excessive force
in recent weeks, and I hope that you'll now seriously consider removing the potential for
unnecessary violence from our system.
Please fund helpers, mediators, and safe people in public instead of militarized police.
Kay Kirkpatrick
On Mon, Apr 27, 2020 at 10:24 AM K. Kirkpatrick
Dear City Council,

wrote:

I am outraged at how Aleyah Lewis was treated by police officers on April 10th... officers
who were supposed to protect her. This is a grave miscarriage of the duty to protect people.
You must start handling domestic violence calls better.
Kay Kirkpatrick

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marlin, Diane; !City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts,
Dennis; ! Colbrook, William; ! Miller, Jared
Commit to reallocate funds for social equity
Monday, June 08, 2020 5:48:02 PM

Hello,

My name is Kelsey Greene and I am a resident of Urbana, Illinois in the Stone Creek Subdivision. I am
extremely concerned with the city of Urbana’s investment in the police department as a means of keeping
our community safe and healthy. I am therefore writing to demand that the city council vote to reapportion
funds currently allocated to the police department to instead support programs that promote the wellbeing of our citizens and hold each other accountable in keeping our community safe.

It is morally reprehensible to dedicate so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic
necessities and many more lack access to essential services. We could be better taking care of our
community by educating on trauma resiliency, supporting local housing and justice accessibility efforts
and establishing mutual aid services. Through appropriate fund allocation away from the police and into
community services, we can build a stronger and healthier place for everyone to live.

I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to address our
concerns. We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black
lives matter and, as a society currently burdened by capitalism, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.  

Thank you, Kelsey Greene,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Public comment
Sunday, June 07, 2020 11:02:46 AM

Dear Mayor Marlin & City Council:
I am resident of Urbana and am writing full of concern and outrage at how slow moving the
process has been to get justice for Aleyah Lewis.
The video evidence is so clear that the officers made no attempt to deescalate the situation and
in fact escalated it further. They were immediately violent and caused intentional harmphysically and emotionally. This is unacceptable from those tasked with serving the
community.
I love Urbana and believe that we have what it takes to be a leader in police reform, which
must include defunding the police and funding community programs. So far, the response has
been disappointing, to say the least.
Here's how to start doing better:
-- Vote no on the re-appointment of Chief Seraphin
-- Drop all charges against Aleyah Lewis
-- Initiate a truly meaningful and independent investigation
-- Put the officers who beat Ms. Lewis on leave pending the investigation
-- Make the Citizen Police Review Board a meaningful oversight and comply with its
ordinance.
Thank you,
Kelsey Langley

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Defund the Police
Sunday, June 07, 2020 10:12:26 AM

To Whom it May Concern,
Reading about the number of cases of police brutality and sexual harassment, especially
towards those who are black, makes it clear to me that the police need to be defunded and
reformed. It's disgusting to see how much unwarranted brutality cops can deal out to unarmed,
innocent people and face no consequences. It's disgusting that anyone at any level of
government lets it happen.
Defund the Urbana Police.
Schools full of police are unnecessary. Instead of force, try peace, education, and
understanding. Bring in more counselors instead of more police. It's tough being a teen
nowadays and having a bunch of belligerent cops that unfairly target black students in their
halls makes it even harder.
Take the Urbana Police out of Urbana Public Schools.
I do realize that we still need some sort of police force in this city; that there can still be actual
criminals. To prevent unheard and unacted upon cases of police brutality and misconduct,
there should be an independent police misconduct review board, made up of citizens of all
kinds not affiliated with the police.
Create an independent police misconduct review board.
Best,
KJT

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Defund The Urbana Police.
Monday, June 08, 2020 3:02:49 PM

I’m writing this email as a concerned citizen of Champaign Urbana. I think I speak for a lot of
people when I ask that I would like for an emergency meeting to be called discussing the
replan and redistribution of the city’s funds for fiscal year 2021. The Urbana police budget
needs to be re-examined. Right now there is a mass conversation regarding police brutality
against Black citizens. We have these cases in our very own city. I want the charges against
Aleyah Lewis dropped. I’ve seen the video, many have seen the video. She’s walking away
when Sergeant Cervantes comes and grabs her, pushing her to the ground. What law
enforcement precedent necessitates grabbing and tackling an innocent woman for arguing?
Why do we have our cops carrying military weaponry for a town of 80,000? I also want all
charges dropped for the incident at marketplace mall. Police showed up in riot gear inciting
violence. We know that the justice system sets excessive bonds on purpose, we know that the
judges are involved, the state’s attorney, district attorney, we know this and call it by its name:
systemic racism. We also know that Mayor Marlin has proudly publicly shared being endorsed
by the Urbana fraternal order of police lodge 70. There is study after study that over policing
communities result in more crime. We need to invest and protect our citizens instead of
hunting them down. Thank you.

From:
To:
Date:

!City Council
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:40:07 PM

To the Urbana City Council,
I have reviewed with horror the incident involving the Urbana Police and citizen Aleyah
Lewis on 04/20/20.
This incident clearly involved the use of excessive force toward and restraint of this young
black woman by several white male Urbana Police officers. Ms. Lewis was already
handcuffed when the police officers beat her, and they continued to restrain her long after she
was lying on the ground face down and not resisting. This incident parallels far too closely the
sickening brutalization and murder of black man George Floyd by white male police officers
in Minneapolis.
Yet, I understand that Urbana Police Chief Seraphin's investigation of this incident found no
wrongdoing. This investigation was entirely inadequate and inappropriate as it was not
conducted by an unbiased, outside body. Further, given that Chief Seraphin does not see the
clear wrongoing captured on this video, I insist that he not be reappointed to his position as
Chief of the Urbana Police.
As a resident of this community I cannot feel safe until all members of our community are
safe. As such, I demand that you take sweeping action to assure no further violence toward
the black members of our community by our police.
I stand in solidarity with my professional colleagues and peaceful protestors who demand
justice and safety for the black members of our community.
No justice, NO PEACE.

From:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council; ! Roberts, Dennis
Vote Down Cheif Seraphin"s appointment
Sunday, June 07, 2020 1:49:28 PM

City Council members,
It is irresponsible to move forward with the appointment of Chief Seraphin while the city is
conducting an investigation of the April 10th events and while there is a live complaint
submitted to the Civilian Review Board of Police about Sereaphin's egregious violations of
Ms. Lewis's 5th amendment rights and right of due process on April 27th when he put her on
public trail without any defense.
Although he is trying to save face and march with BLM protesters here in our community, he
has yet to take responsibility for his actions or those of his officers against Ms. Lewis. Doing
lasting harm to build anytype of honest and meaningful forward motion in our community to
heal the damage felt by repeated police brutality.
Not taking this request seriously continues to move the city and the police department in a
trajectory of hate, and ignorance about the history of white supremacy in our country and
community. Do not continue to pay lip service to community members by pretending you
care. We need real, tangible action. Not reappointing Chief Seraphin is a step in a direction of
real change and accountability.
community member,
Lara Orr
District 5

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Public comment from Urbana Resident Laurel Nobilette
Monday, June 08, 2020 11:39:19 AM

Urbana City Council,
My name is Laurel Nobilette and I am a resident of the Historic East Urbana Neighborhood of the City of
Urbana. I am extremely concerned with the City of Urbana’s investment in the police department at the
expense of critical youth, education, housing, and health services.
Let this letter serve as a demand that the city council vote to reappropriate funds currently allocated to the
police department to instead support evidence-based programs and services that, unlike increased police
presence, promote the well-being of our citizens and reduce crime. It is morally reprehensible to dedicate
so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic necessities and many more lack
access to essential services, including childcare, affordable housing, detox centers, and necessary
mental health resources.  
As an allocative alternative, the City of Urbana could play an essential role in empowering communities
by supporting existing local housing justice and accessibility efforts in addition to designating community
counselors to address the root causes of the crimes we police. Through appropriate fund allocation, we
may be able to break established cycles of poverty, crime, trauma, and addiction that affect every
member of our community.
I also urge the city council to enact legislation that will hold the police accountable and to overturn policies
that allow police to engage in unlawful behavior with impunity.
Lastly, it is imperative that the personnel of the City of Urbana reflect the very community they serve.
Immediate steps must be taken to diversify the City of Urbana's staff. An administration that is truly
representative of the community it is bound to will only increase the cultural and community competency
and overall efficiency of public service.

Sincerely,

Laurel Nobilette

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
PUBLIC INPUT—June 8 Urbana City Council Meeting
Monday, June 08, 2020 5:10:15 PM

Public Input: June 8, 2020

Dear Members of the Urbana City Council,
I write as a Champaign-Urbana resident to put my support behind fellow residents calling who
urge you to vote down the mayoral reappointment of Police Chief Bryant Seraphin, or, at the very
least, to delay it until a meaningful, outside investigation of the April 10th case of Ms. Aleyah
Lewis has been completed.
It is my understanding that Ms. Lewis’s rights to due process were violated by Chief Seraphin
when Ms. Lewis was put on public trial without defense on April 27th and that there is a
submitted complaint to the Civilian Review Board of Police to this effect.
Furthermore, when watching Chief Seraphin’s presentation to the City Council on April 27th, I
was deeply unnerved by the manner in which Chief Seraphin and his assisting officer framed their
introduction about Ms. Lewis to the public from a position of automatic assumption of her
potential to be dangerous and harmful, and that these can generate impulses that are falsely
considered facts. This position is antithetical to due processes of justice and care; is dangerous to
the entire community; and is one which makes me fear for the safety of my neighbors and
students in the hands of Chief Seraphin’s leadership.
That Ms. Lewis was after her arrest detained in a manner which put her at heightened risk for
exposure to Covid-19 and treated harshly only compounds the danger of letting Chief Serpahin’s
leadership continue. I remain of a position that all charges against Ms. Lewis should be dropped,
her case be independently reviewed, and for the officers who beat Ms. Lewis to be put on leave
pending this investigation.
I hope that the Urbana City Council will chose to use the power invested in their positions to take
profoundly needed and critical action on behalf of its constituents to transform how we keep our
communities healthy and safe without continuing to generate traumatic and brutal interactions
that leave us with disturbing and violent police body camera footage instead of meaningful steps
toward justice and care.
Thank you for continuing to hear the voices of your constituents.
Sincerely,
Lilah Leopold

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Urbana City Council Public Input Comment (6/8)
Monday, June 08, 2020 2:52:55 PM

Dear Urbana City Council,
In advance of this evening's Urbana City Council meeting, I'm sending along a public
comment to be read during tonight's public input section. Please let me know if you have any
questions.
Thank you,
Logan Middleton
______
Last week, the Urbana City Council members spoke at length about recognizing white
privilege and combating structural racism. Yet as long as there is no justice for Aleyah Lewis,
these statements remain empty, performative, and self-serving.
As of yesterday, Minneapolis’s City Council announced their commitment to disbanding the
Minneapolis Police Department, with the city council president stating "Our efforts at
incremental reform have failed. Period.” Urbana’s City Council, too, can and should follow
the lead of Minneapolis and work to dismantle the Urbana Police Department.
City Council—I believe that you all know that the racist police brutality committed against
Aleyah Lewis is absolutely connected to the police murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor,
Nina Pop, Tony McDade, and countless others. As I believe you all know, Urbana is complicit
in racist police violence.
As such, I’m calling on you and the City of Urbana to (a) drop all charges against Aleyah
Lewis now; (b) immediately fire the officers who assaulted Aleyah Lewis; (c) vote down
Chief Seraphin’s reappointment; and (d) take steps to minimize the impact of policing by
defunding and ultimately abolishing the Urbana Police Department.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Don"t reappoint Chief Seraphin
Monday, June 08, 2020 2:21:31 PM

Dear Mayor Marlin and Urbana City Council,
Please do not reappoint Chief Seraphin. Until the investigation is complete into the
officers that beat Aleyah Lewis, how are we to know that he did not cover it up? How do we
know that the Chief has not been encouraging a climate of distrust of black and brown
people?
And please release Ms Lewis.

Thank-you!
Marci Adelston-Schafer

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
PUBLIC INPUT 6/8/2020!
Monday, June 08, 2020 1:00:26 PM

Dear Urbana City Council Members,
It is an egregious example of White supremacy in our community that Chief Seraphin may
continue to hold his position with zero accountability for 1) his violation of Ms. Aleyah Lewis’s
rights of due process when he put her on public trial without defense on April 27th and for 2)
commenting (i.e., lying) that Ms. Lewis had “no injuries” and that “no wrongdoing” was
committed when she was brutalized by the Urbana police.
It is crucial that this terrifying example of White supremacy and police brutality is addressed
and for future events of racism, violence, and terrorism specifically at the hands of Urbana
police to be prevented at all costs.
Current demands for immediate action, specifically for Ms. Lewis’s case, include:
All charges against Aleyah Lewis to be dropped
A truly meaningful and independent investigation of the April 10th events
Officers who beat Ms. Lewis to be put on leave pending the investigation
Reform to make the Citizen Police Review Board a meaningful oversight and comply
with its ordinance.
These are the minimum NECESSARY steps that cannot be avoided by our system that claims to
not be racist. It is crucial that these demands are met immediately.
Signed,
A deeply alarmed Urbana citizen
-Marissa D. Sbrilli, M.S.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Re: police misconduct in Urbana
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:41:39 PM

To the Council and Mayor of Urbana:
I have watched again the painful video of the manhandling of Aleyah Lewis by Urbana police,
and a second video from another angle of the same incident. My first impression remains: the
behavior by the police was wrong, wrong, wrong, wrong, wrong, not good, not to be
considered proper. She was asking for an explanation and instead was tackled, with no
provocation from Ms. Lewis, neither verbal nor physical threat. The fact that this was behavior
was defended by various officials and not unprecedented in the history of police-citizen
interactions in Urbana is a cause for deep concern. The local protests that some of you
participated in -- under the not yet fulfilled call to act as though Black Lives Matter -- are
calling for thorough rethinking of how we treat public safety, and whom we consider the
public.
Sincerely,
Mark Enslin
On Mon, Apr 27, 2020 at 6:10 PM mark enslin
To the Council and Mayor of Urbana:

wrote:

The video of Urbana police approaching stationary, hands-visible, unarmed, vocal Aleya
Lewis, tackling her, punching her, handcuffing and arresting her is evidence of three
problems I see in the encounter. 1) uncalled-for violence against a non-threatening person,
2) lack of effective de-escalation effort in relation to a person vocally expressing upset, and
3) lack of social distancing and PPE during a pandemic. A fourth problem that I learned
from press reports is that after her arrest, Ms. Lewis was taken to the jail during a time when
jails and prisons have proven to be particularly unsafe places during the pandemic. And
given our history, locally and nationally, it is hard to dismiss the impression the racial
profiling was also a factor in this incident.
In 2005 or so, I attended a hearing at the Urbana City Building, chaired by Laurel Prussing,
on proposal for a civilian police review board for Urbana, and I recall the testimony of a
young woman who told a similar story of unreasonable behavior by Urbana police. As I
remember it, she was at a party where there had been a fight, police were called and she was
upset that the police had not called an ambulance for a relative who was bleeding. She was
vocally urging that they call an ambulance and the response of the police was to knock her
to the ground and arrest her. This was to me a clear indication that Urbana residents needed
recourse to address such misconduct.
To remedy the current incident, I think disciplinary action against the officers and a call for
dropping any charges against Ms. Lewis are appropriate.
Sincerely,
Mark Enslin

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
upcoming meeting issues
Sunday, June 07, 2020 6:46:36 PM

I have lived in Urbana-Champaign for most of my life. We must do better.

-- Vote no on the re-appointment of Chief Seraphin
-- Drop all charges against Aleyah Lewis
-- Initiate a truly meaningful and independent investigation
-- Put the officers who beat Ms. Lewis on leave pending the investigation
-- Make the Citizen Police Review Board a meaningful oversight and comply with its ordinance.

We all must serve and protect each other.
Respectfully,
Dr. Marya Burke

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Reappointment of Chief Seraphin
Sunday, June 07, 2020 5:53:47 PM

Dear City Council,
It has come to my attention that this Monday, June 8th, Chief Seraphin is up for
reappointment as police chief. As a long time resident of Urbana, I would like to
register my opposition to his reappointment.
I was disappointed by the one-sided presentation that Chief Seraphin made to the city
council after the outcry over the April 10th events involving the arrest of Aleyah
Lewis. I was troubled by the way in which the officer initiating physical contact with
Ms. Lewis and the officer striking Ms. Lewis while prone were not addressed
properly. I was also really troubled by his use of filmed interviews with Ms. Lewis
taken in the jail which I think violated her privacy and dignity - and his claim that she
had no injuries...
Given the nationwide protests against police violence and the daily evidence of
violence by police against citizens, I think it would be wrong to reappoint Chief
Seraphin. I think that the city should consider a search for a police chief committed to
holding all officers to the highest standards of de-escalation and compassion when
dealing with suspects and not to immediately defending officers accused of excessive
use of force.
Thank you,
Matthew Murrey
PS If input is to be put into the record or read aloud during the meeting, I would be
happy to have my statement above included.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Chief Seraphin
Sunday, June 07, 2020 9:59:10 PM

Urbana City Council,
My name is Matt Turino, I'm a longtime Urbana resident, I am writing to ask you to please
vote against the reconfirmation of Chief Seraphin. I understand that Chief Seraphin was not
directly involved in misconduct here in Urbana however we do need leadership and policies
that prevent police officers from abusing their power.
You, as a member of the city council, have to think of yourself as essentially, a member of the
board of directors for the police force. The chief is in charge of internal policy and review and
your position is to ensure that the chief is doing their job such that the police force properly
serves the community that pays them. In this case, I believe that Chief Seraphin is failing to
do an important part of his job when he cannot set policy that holds police officers accountable
for abusive behavior. The Chief needs to dictate that; all people in our community are to be
treated with compassion and humanity. When our officers are allowed to, with no
repercussions, gang up on and repeatedly punch people when they are down, we are sending
the message that this behavior is okay. I am sure that those officers in Minneapolis kneeled on
many people before George Floyd and they finally took it too far. Are you going allow our
officers to slowly escalate their abuse over time until someone is killed?
We pay the salaries of these men and women and we are asking you, our representatives, that
you send a message to the police force; when they act with violence and abuse, and when they
ignore YOUR constituent's basic humanity, they need to be fired. You are where the buck
stops. Don't condone this kind of behavior with inaction. When you vote to stop the
reappointment of Chief Seraphin you are sending a message that you are not going to tolerate
the abuse of your constituents. People are watching right now, show that Urbana cares.
Sincerely,
Matt Turino

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Fwd: Change
Monday, June 08, 2020 11:03:04 AM

Begin forwarded message:
From: Maya Gouliard
Date: June 8, 2020 at 9:59:53 AM CDT
To: bbrown@urbanaillinois.us
Subject: Change
Dear Councilman Brown,
There are moments in time when great leaps must be taken. For decades since the
Civil Rights Act we have seen that the disparities were and are still blatant in our
system. My whole lifetime I have witnessed racism, even in our progressive
community. My high school years (Urbana High School class of 1992) we saw
rules put in place about hats blamed on gang violence.
Rules about hats, when these youth (my classmates and friends) were needing real
support.
As an adult I have seen the prison system grow and the police force become more
and more militarized (a tank for crying out loud.) I have witnessed the blatant
systemic racism where a Black man accused of using a fake $20 can be forcefully
detained and arrested while a white man who callously murdered someone is not
arrested until there is an “air tight case.” We constantly hear about police internal
reviews, paid leaves of absence, shooting in self-defense. This is not a problem
only in other places. Our community has a track record of all of these issues. A
young man the same age as my oldest daughter was killed at 15 (Kiwane.)
Constantly people of color are mistreated by our police.
Enough is enough.
It is time for change. And not some small fig leaf of 10% cuts, we need big
changes. The world is behind this. I call on you, as my voice in the local process,
to hold off on any votes of budget passing and the renewal of Police Chief
Seraphin’s contract. We need to give the community time to get involved, and
come up with some real solutions. Namely- defunding our police and replacing it
with socially responsible answers to the real problems. Homelessness, addiction,
abuse and more do not need people in guns using force to solve the problem,
indeed they just exacerbate it. We teach our children that violence is not the
answer, then use our tax dollars to use violence to attempt to solve every problem
in our community.
As a community member who has always cared, but felt like change was never
going to come, I am finally seeing opportunity. I look forward to working with
you and others in our community to set up community based programs that look
at healing our community instead of dividing it.
Thank you,
Maya Gouliard

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
No to Re-Appointment and Justice for Aleyah Lewis
Monday, June 08, 2020 10:10:20 AM

Dear Council members,
I am writing to voice my concern over re-appointing Chief Seraphin. I urge the council to
decline the re-appointment, especially in the face of the investigation of the inappropriate use
of force against Aleyah Lewis. Seraphin violated Lewis' 5th amendment rights when he put
her on public trial with no defense on April 27.
The City Council has a responsibility to make decisions that are in the best interests of all
Urbana residents, but has lately privileged police narratives and illusions of public safety over
the actual experiences of community members. Voting against the re-appointment, initiating a
substantive and independent investigation of Lewis' assault by UPD, and making the Citizen
Police Review Board a meaningful oversight would ensure that residents' voices are being
heard. I support these calls to action, and urge the City Council to demonstrate that they are
taking the events of April 10 seriously and truly hearing the calls that have been repeated by
protestors and activists in our community.
Thank you for your time,
Megan Mericle

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council; Marlin, Diane
City Council Letter from Meghan McDonald, 6/8/20. (We WILL VOTE YOU OUT.)
Monday, June 08, 2020 7:51:47 PM

Dear Mayor Marlin and the rest of the City Council,
As a person who was born into and escaped the outright bigotry of southern Illinois, I
felt a feeling of gratitude when I finally lived in Champaign-Urbana and felt as if the diversity
I had been missing in my life was finally accessible. I took Urbana how it was on the surface.
Progressive and friendly. As a white woman, that was mostly my naive experience and I had
never been pushed to think otherwise. But more and more in the last decade, people were
capturing on film what had been happening to black people in this country for 400 years. I was
horrified, but again, I naively thought “this doesn’t happen here.” But then the Champaign
police killed Richie Turner. And nothing was done about how police respond to those in mental
health crises. The Champaign Police killed Kiwane Carrington. And what came out of it? A
police review board that only sometimes meets in Urbana, being held accountable by NO ONE
but you all sitting here. And who’s here to keep you accountable? Us. I will go through the next
few points as quickly as possible, because for some reason, the community gets 3-5 minutes to
educate you and you all get 20 minutes to explain why you are or are not personally, racist.
The CPRB, in the first place, is a weak band-aid and it is an almost laughable process. To issue
a complaint against the police takes a huge amount of courage, resources and time. So what is
a black person to do? Take my friend, from last Sunday’s protest. You expect this biracial
woman who was targeted and mistreated by the police, held in jail for 48 hours without bond
in dangerous, questionably illegal conditions, is now reeling and dealing with trauma and court
preparations.. You want her to now start a process actively against the abusers? According to
CPRB guidelines, they have 45 days to issue a complaint from the day of the incident. Someone
else COULD complain on their behalf, but an eye witness is supposedly the only alternative.
The CPRB, then hands it over to the Chief of Police to issue an internal affairs investigation…
INTO THEIR OWN WORKPLACE. If the investigation comes back saying there is nothing
TO investigate, the victim then COULD appeal the decision and attempt to keep fighting this
system that is meant to break humans down. If the appeal is found unsustained by the CPRB,
the board and the Chief of Police meet to discuss and forward the findings to you, Mayor
Marlin. Apparently you get final say, IF they make it this far in the complaint process at all.
And why would you, someone who was endorsed by the Urbana Fraternal Order of Police, and
quite public about it, want to make the police appear as they truly are?
They are perpetrators of a racist, militant system that you are also culpable for, Mayor
Marlin. And so are you - every single one of you council members who aren’t constantly
pressuring her to hold an emergency meeting to reevaluate this proposed budget. And don’t
tell me there isn’t time or there isn’t money. Use the reserves in the budget for 2020 to
facilitate these emergency meetings/town hall discussions until there is an agreed upon
consensus.
Are you serious with this 2021 budget? 30% of the city’s money is going to the police force?
After you closed down the Urbana Civic center, citing it would save almost $600,000. Then

turned around, gave half of that back to the police, DEMANDING they be allowed to be
present in schools with our CHILDREN.
An SRO arrested my friend last sunday, dragged her around while trying to find a car to put
her in and is now pressing that she be charged with aggravated assault to a peace officer with a
bond that was set at $50,000 bond. $5,000 to get my friend out of jail. During COVID-19. On
the first of the month. But her mom and I did it because we are not going to let the system
abuse her, especially when she is presumed innocent until after the trial has concluded, weeks
or months into the future.
A week later, 2 days ago, a man her same age was arrested for aggravated assault to a peace
officer, failure to reduce speed, a DUI AND resisting arrest. He was put in the same jail. His
bond was set at $5,000. $500 to get him out. Wonder what the difference is…… can you guess?

He was white.
We are not going to take this anymore. This ends now and this ends here.
My demands, in no particular order, along with many voices in the community that you need
to stop ignoring:
-We want the charges against Alleyah Lewis dropped.
-Block the re-appointment of Chief Seraphin RIGHT NOW and apologize for the city's
abhorrent handling of this case
-Call for all charges to be dropped against anyone arrested two sundays ago when our city
released militarized riot police against our community members at Marketplace mall. Most of
whom did not break or steal anything. And if they had, you cannot tell a race/group of people
that have been killed, oppressed, enslaved, experienced things MOST OF YOU AND I WILL
NEVER KNOW THE GENERATIONAL TRAUMA AND BROKEN FAMILIES HAS
CREATED… how to feel, how to be. You know what’s violent? Not a group of young black
folx protesting in a Burger King parking lot. It’s you white adults who over and over again
think you can decide who is worthy of life and liberty in this country. In this town. In our own
backyard. Because you feel like the police keep YOU safe. Or at the very least, your privilege.

- You need to reallocate the cannabis excise tax revenue to grant money for organizations like
HVN Neighborhood Transformation or other community development organizations/projects.
NOT BACK TO THE POLICE IN A SPECIAL REVENUE FUND. Cannabis has a long
policed and racially charged part in history. It would have never been criminalized if
segregation had been kept out of legislation. Anyone who doesn’t know this history has no
business deciding where that money goes.
You need to begin the process of discussing how Champaign-Urbana can defund our police
and divert money to programs that create safer conditions for everyone in our community.

Until that happens, I also urge the city council to enact immediate legislation that will hold the
police accountable and to overturn policies that allow police to engage in unlawful behavior
with impunity.
People are marching in the streets because they know that these actions will result in a
healthier, more just society. I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and
take immediate action to address our concerns.
We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black
lives matter and, as a capitalist society, we must SPEND like Black lives matter. Either listen
to these demands or get voted out next year. We will remember where you stood on this issue.
Thank you for your time,
Meghan McDonald

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts, Dennis; ! Colbrook,
William; ! Miller, Jared
Commit to reallocate funds for social equity
Monday, June 08, 2020 3:30:45 PM

Hello,
My name is Michael Vignola and I have been a resident of Urbana-Champaign since I was seven years
old. I am extremely concerned with the city of Urbana's investment in the police department at the
expense of critical youth, education, and health services.
I am therefore writing to demand that the city council vote to reapportion funds currently allocated to the
police department to instead support evidence-based programs and services that, unlike increased police
presence, promote the well-being of our citizens and reduce crime. It is morally reprehensible to dedicate
so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic necessities and many more lack
access to essential services, including childcare, detox centers and necessary mental health resources.
This is even more pertinent upon seeing how medical professionals have been ill-equipped in comparison
to the police force, showing precisely where priorities lie.
We could empower our communities by educating on trauma resiliency, supporting local housing and
justice accessibility efforts, and designating community counselors to address root causes of the crimes
we police. After all, there is much of our nation's racist past which is buried in history, serving whitesupremacists and fascists. As a matter of fact, I have witnessed such things in Champaign County as a
result of Trump's presidency. Through appropriate fund allocation we may be able to break established
cycles of poverty, crime, and addiction that affect every member of our community.
I also urge the city council to enact legislation that will hold the police accountable and to overturn policies
that allow police to engage in unlawful behavior with impunity. Pressuring the Urbana Fraternal Order of
Police Lodge 70 to accept reform or complete disbandment is also necessary.
People are marching in the streets because they know that these actions will result in a healthier, more
just society. I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to
address our concerns.
We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black lives matter
and, as a capitalist society, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.

Thank you,
Michael F Vignola,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Chief Seraphin’s Appointment
Saturday, June 06, 2020 8:40:11 PM

Good Evening,
I am Monica Ames, a resident of Champaign. I am writing to voice my concerns and
opposition to the reappointment of Chief Seraphin. While there is an investigation into the
arrest of Aleyah Lewis and a complaint submitted to the citizens review board, the
recommendation of this appointment is inappropriate and I do not support it as a member of
this community.
Having seen Mayor Marlin at the paigntopeace organization’s protest today, June 6th, at
which the injustice and brutality suffered by Ms. Lewis was discussed, I would expect her to
not recommend this appointment and if she does, she has shown false support of this
movement and her community.
Thank you,
Monica Ames

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council; ! Roberts, Dennis
Chief Seraphin reappointment/Ms. Lewis
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:56:29 PM

I am writing to express my firm disagreement with the idea of reappointing Chief Seraphin.
Urbana citizens have mostly all seen the force used against our fellow citizen, Alleyah Lewis,
and suffice it to say - it did NOT pass the smell test. I don't even want to see people that ARE
threats treated like this. His finding of "no wrongdoing" in his Use of Force Review is the talk
of the town right now, if your hours of emails read last week is any indication. It looks to
many of us, like a class of struggling students being given the opportunity to grade
themselves. Times like this make a citizen wish that the CPRB wasn't just for decoration.
It would be inappropriate to even mention reappointment during this outside investigation. It
should be voted down or at very least delayed!
Chief Seraphin gave heartfelt condolences to the Family of Mr. Floyd last week and
condemned his being murdered at the hands of the police with impunity - rightfully so. He
mentioned nothing about the problematic policing that led to this death.. putting the weight of
a grown man on the neck of a person who is already apprehended - Ms. Lewis wasn't going
anywhere, why did they have to put their weight on top of her? knee her in the side? punch
her? And when he told her to "act like a lady".. yuck.. Lady's can absolutely act like they don't
want to be the victims of excessive force! We don't want to see our fellow citizens
policed/brutalized/taunted like this.
Drop All Charges Against Ms. Lewis.
Nicholas Stine
Urbana citizen - ward 5

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
6/8 Urbana City Council Meeting
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:23:04 PM

Good evening,
I'm an Urbana resident, writing in solidarity with the BLM movement in town. For the
sake of brevity, I demand the following:
- Voting no on the re-appointment of Chief Seraphin, known for the violations of
Aleyah Lewis's 5th amendment rights.
- Dropping all charges against Aleyah Lewis.
- Initiating an exhaustive, independent investigation regarding her charges.
- The forced leave of the officers who beat Ms. Lewis pending the results of the
investigation.
- Empowering the Citizen Police Review Board, giving it meaningful oversight over
the Urbana police.
Thank you for your time and attention,
Orion Lovell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Public Comment to be Read at Monday"s Meeting
Saturday, June 06, 2020 9:47:15 AM

Hello City Council,
My name is Owen MacDonald, I am a local resident and graduate worker at UIUC.
Sigh...another week, another email. Because despite the hours worth of comments at each
meeting you continue to do nothing. You should be ashamed of yourselves to so clearly
contradict the will of the community you claim to serve. Communities across the country are
demanding a divestment from police, an institution intrinsically racist to its core. There are no
good cops. I implore you to abolish the police force and reinvest in public services that would
actually keep our community safe, particularly its most marginalized members.
Once again, I demand that as a first step all charges against Aleyah Lewis be dropped
immediately. I demand the offending cops be fired. I demand a non-cop third party conduct an
investigation. And I demand a meaningful and empowered Civilian Police Review Board.
Hopefully this session turns into a dunk contest like last week's meeting in Los Angeles and
y'all dry your tears and decide to act.

with some very closed minded law enforcement officials that have appeared to
have been racially motivated based on their bias, over aggressive and bullied as a
child.
Over my 15 years with the City of Urbana, I have never experienced any of those
type of actions from Seraphin. Is he perfect, of course not, none of us are. We
are all doing our best to hopefully be viewed favorably by our creator at the end
of our race.
Thank you for your time.
Preston James
Former Champaign IL resident

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marlin, Diane; !City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts,
Dennis; ! Colbrook, William; ! Miller, Jared
Reallocate Police Funding
Monday, June 08, 2020 5:01:51 PM

Hello,

I hope this email finds you all in good health. My name is Ramya Gandhi and I am a resident of Bartlett, IL. As a
student at the University of Illinois, I feel it is only right to share with you my thoughts on the matters that will,
ultimately, will be the difference between the students' safety and the lack thereof. The city of Champaign relies far too
heavily on the police department to keep us safe, and I find the investments made toward policing egregious. I am
demanding that the city council makes a movement to defund the police department in favor of support programs and
social services that ensure every citizen feels safe in the community.

It is morally reprehensible to dedicate so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic necessities and
many more lack access to essential services. We could be better taking care of our community by educating on trauma
resiliency, supporting local housing and justice accessibility efforts and establishing mutual aid services. Through
appropriate fund allocation away from the police and into community services, we can build a stronger and healthier
place for everyone to live.

I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to address our concerns. We
can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black lives matter and, as a society
currently burdened by capitalism, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.

Thank you for your consideration.

Best,
Ramya Gandhi

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Comments regarding vote to reappoint Chief Seraphin
Sunday, June 07, 2020 5:09:22 PM

Dear City Council,
My name is Rebecca Obuchowski. I
. Thank you for taking
the time to consider my comments. I understand that you are being asked to consider the
reappointment of Police Chief Seraphin. I urge you to vote against this.
The Chief of Police in any community defines a baseline of acceptable behavior for that police
force. On April 10th, as you know, Urbana Police officers engaged in extreme brutality and
violence of against Ms. Lewis when she had simply asked a question to the officers present.
I have been following nearly all of the meetings since the attack on Ms Lewis on April 10th
was disgusted and appalled at the presentation that Cheif Seraphin gave to the Council on
April 27th. Ms Lewis had already been attacked, arrested, and charged with felonies when
Cheif Seraphin chose to further violate this young woman's 5th amendment and due process
rights. I watched as he outlined a case against Ms Lewis describing step by step why his
officers' violent and discriminatory behavior was not only acceptable but justified and
reasonable. What the entire community watched that evening was testimony - testimony that
Ms. Lewis nor her advocate had any ability to defend or object against.
You all have already moved to conduct an independent review of the April 10th incident. Are
you really comfortable reappointing a chief of police that would create a culture of behavior
where this type of incident will occur and be so staunchly defended by it's leadership? Do you
really think that it is wise to reappoint a Chief of Police who will so flagrantly violate a
citizen's rights?
I believe that you have the opportunity in this vote to take a stand against the racism and
violence that is systematically carried out by the police. We have seen how our country and
community have taken a stand against the exact type of behavior that was carried out against
Ms. Lewis by police and justified by Cheif Seraphin. Tens of thousands of people i,n our
largest and smallest cities have spoken out and said that this is no longer acceptable. The
people have used their voice. As the elected voice of the people in this community, I urge you
to do what is right, to do what the people are asking for. Do not reappoint Chief Seraphin. Use
your power to define a new set of standards and values - ones that are grounded in care and
support, not violence.
Thank you,
Rebecca Obuchowski

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

! Miller, Jared; !City Council
Please Do Not reappoint Chief Seraphin
Saturday, June 06, 2020 6:46:57 PM

Hello Jared and City Council,
My name is River Andres, I am a homeowner in Ward 7. I have sent in public comment
several times over the last couple of months. I appreciate your accepting public input on this
very important matter. My purpose in this message is to request that you NOT reappoint Chief
Seraphin on Monday.
He has shown that he cares more about protecting his officers from accountability than for the
safety or human rights of our community members. He violated a community member's 5th
amendment right and right to due process at the April 27th City Council meeting.
He has eroded trust with the community. Right now you all have a choice to make. You can
follow the path of least resistance and allow this opportunity to pass you by. Or, you can take a
stance and side with the community. You can work to end police violence by starting with the
broken system of leadership. Join the chorus of voices calling for Serpahin to step down, and
for police to be held accountable for the violence they inflict on our communities.
Thank you for your time,
-River
River Andres
(pronouns: they/them/theirs)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Urbana City Council meeting, June 8, 2020 -- public input
Sunday, June 07, 2020 7:30:32 PM

To the Mayor and Urbana City Council,
What role should the public have in defining the practice of policing?
Perhaps through Urbana's Civilian Police Review Board, but the CPRB
has played no major role in civic affairs in the last 5 years, even
when a crisis of police violence occurs, as in the Aleyah Lewis case.
This is a statement about how removed the public is from policing
authority.
Even when the public issues grievances, those grievances are denied
formal consideration for a variety of reasons. For instance,
complaints about the Aleyah Lewis case were denied by Chief Seraphin
because none of the complainants were on-the-scene witnesses. Notice
how this single criteria means that citizen action to hold police
accountable is left to chance -- if you don't happen to be on the
scene, your knowledge is of no consequence.
This criteria becomes especially troubling when an instance of police
misconduct occurs in secret, such as the instance of misconduct
currently playing out in civil court in the case of Brown and Colson
versus the City of Urbana. You probably know about this: Employees of
the Urbana Police Department falsified lineup evidence in an attempt
to convict three men accused of robbery.
In my estimation, this is a stark instance of police misconduct of an
extremely serious nature. And if you believe this might have been a
misunderstanding or a matter of miscommunication, go to the circuit
clerk's office and request the case file. In it, you will find the
details of the falsified lineup, including expert testimony submitted
to the courts. Members of the Urbana Police Department falsified
evidence to try to make a conviction.
Who among you knew about this instance of police misconduct before the
civil suit came up in January? What sort of investigation was done in
2018, when the judge ruled against the admissibility of the lineup
evidence, and the issue became a matter of public record? Have there
been any disciplinary actions taken within the Urbana Police
Department? Any concerns about a lack of administrative oversight?
I worry that policing in Urbana has even less public oversight than
we're led to believe -- that serious police misconduct can come to
light, in the criminal courts or on social media, and no mechanism
exists to create accountability unless a civil suit is filed. We need
to do more than reform the policies for the CPRB. The policing
function in Urbana needs to be reassessed, with a mind toward creating
comprehensive accountability and public access to policy discussions.
Sincerely,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Chief Seraphin
Sunday, June 07, 2020 5:36:27 PM

Dear City Council Members,
I oppose Chief Seraphin's re-appointment as Chief of Police based on
his officers brutal treatment of Ms. Lewis and that he determined
there was no wrongdoing. Please consider delaying this decision at
the very least.
Can we not appoint an African American Chief of Police in Urbana?
Thank you,
Sarah McEvoy
Ave.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

! Wu, Maryalice; !City Council; Racial Justice Project
Proposal to Re-Appoint Urbana Police Chief Bryant Seraphin
Saturday, June 06, 2020 1:28:37 PM

City Council and Ms Wu,
I am resident of Urbana (Ward 1).
I noticed a couple of days ago that Mayor Marlin is recommending an annual re-appointment for
Urbana Police Chief Bryant Seraphin.
I believe that Chief Seraphin’s proposed re-appointment at this time is inappropriate given that the
City is conducting an investigation of the wrongful and unprovoked racist beating and arrest of
Aleyah Lewis on April 10th by Urbana police, and while there is a complaint submitted to the
Civilian Review Board of Police about Chief Seraphin’s egregious violations of Ms. Lewis’s 5th
amendment rights, and rights of due process, on April 27th, when he put her on public trial without
any defense.
Additionally, among the distortions and lies publicly advanced by Chief Seraphin is his insistence that
Ms. Lewis sustained "no injuries" - when the UPD failed to take her to the ER for any kind of medical
assessment after the assault. Furthermore, he has made no apology nor suggested that he will take
any action in response to the brutality that Ms. Lewis experienced at the hands of his officers. In
fact, he quickly determined “no wrongdoing” and has stuck to that.
Chief Seraphin’s appointment should be delayed pending a full, independent and unbiased
investigation by professionals having solid expertise in racism-informed policing, trauma-informed
policing, and domestic violence-infomed policing.
Yours truly,

_______________
Sarah Nixon

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Seraphin’s reappointment- public comment
Sunday, June 07, 2020 9:55:05 AM

Communities all across the country are using this moment in our history for deep reflection
and introspection. Policies, procedures, contracts, and the mere existence of entire police
departments are under review when this would have been unimaginable just a month ago.
I urge the council to take pause and delay the vote on Seraphin’s reappointment until the
outside investigation into the Good Friday assault of Ms. Lewis, and the CPRB review into
Seraphin’s handling of this situation have been completed.
Now is not the time to be rubber stamping recommendations from the mayor. It is the time to
be listening to those that you represent and help our community heal.
Sarah Roper

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

!City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; Marlin, Diane
[*** QUARANTINE ***] delay Chief Seraphin"s reappointment
Monday, June 08, 2020 10:27:41 AM
Low

Dear City Council members and Mayor Marlin,
I appreciate your hard work. The intense developments locally and globally in the
past 2 weeks (at least) demand our thoughtful reflection and ongoing response.
I write with several suggestions; I will spare you the background unless you want
more.
1. I believe we need more time before reappointing Chief Seraphin: time for the
outside investigation into Aleyah Lewis's arrest to be completed; time to planfully
decide what stipulations should be in place for the UPD in the future. So I ask that
you delay his reappointment.
2. At the very least, Urbana needs to sign the "10 Shared Principles between Law
Enforcement and Communities" that the NAACP has put forward. (Apologies if
this has occurred and I don't know about it.)
3. The Obama Foundation has provided a Mayor's Pledge that I believe should be
signed (and then acted upon) as well. My Brother's Keeper Alliance asks city
officials to commit to the following actions, which are just a start:

1. REVIEW your police use of force policies.
2. ENGAGE your communities by including a diverse range of
input, experiences, and stories in your review.
3. REPORT the findings of your review to your community and
seek feedback.
4. REFORM your community’s police use of force policies.
Many of you have been working on these issues for a long time, and it is a
long-term commitment. I believe our priorities should be spending on
community health, education and affordable housing and to
withdraw participation in police militarization programs.

Thanks for your consideration,
Sharon Irish,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Retention of Urbana Chief of Police
Sunday, June 07, 2020 10:29:56 PM

Dear City Council,
In light of the fact there is an independent investigation of the handling of the Aleyah Lewis
case, I respectively ask you to consider whether the current Chief of Police should remain in
this position or be replaced by an officer who can be more responsive to the needs of the
community especially as we move to invest more in community building relationships for
racial justice.
Sincerely,
Sharon Monday

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Hold off on re-appointment
Sunday, June 07, 2020 9:15:13 AM

Dear Members of City council,
Please hold off on re-appointing the police chief as there is an ongoing investigation. See you tomorrow,
Sophie Meyn
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Commit to reallocate funds for social equity
Monday, June 08, 2020 7:02:52 PM

Hello,

My name is Sydney St. Leger and I am a resident of New Lenox, Illinois. I am extremely concerned with
the city of Urbana’s investment in the police department as a means of keeping our community safe and
healthy. I am therefore writing to demand that the city council vote to reapportion funds currently allocated
to the police department to instead support programs that promote the well-being of our citizens and hold
each other accountable in keeping our community safe.

It is morally reprehensible to dedicate so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic
necessities and many more lack access to essential services. We could be better taking care of our
community by educating on trauma resiliency, supporting local housing and justice accessibility efforts
and establishing mutual aid services. Through appropriate fund allocation away from the police and into
community services, we can build a stronger and healthier place for everyone to live.

I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to address our
concerns. We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black
lives matter and, as a society currently burdened by capitalism, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.  

Thank you,

Sydney St. Leger,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Urbana City Council meeting statement
Monday, June 08, 2020 11:37:37 AM

Urbana City Council,
I am writing again, to request that all charges against Aleyah Lewis be dropped, for a true,
meaningful, and independent investigation be conducted, and while that investigation is
underway the officers who beat Ms. Lewis be put on leave. I cannot believe that almost two
months later this is still an issue the city council is discussing.
The police need to be held accountable for their actions. Ms. Lewis was at a safe distance from
the officers and these officers already had the situation they came to deal with under control. It
is unbelievable that the city continues to defend these officers after they engaged and beat a
citizen who's biggest threat to these officers was that this citizen was talking to them. Even if
they were yelling at these officers, the officers should have the restraint to allow that citizen to
practice their first amendment rights and say whatever they want especially since again, she
was at a large distance, not a threat, and was likely already shaken up and scared from the
situation. Over the past few months, we have seen officers be faced with angry white
Americans, yelling threats and waving guns around in officers' faces, and yet these officers
stood their ground and no action by the police is taken against them. I am confident that had
Ms. Lewis been white, these officers would have just left the scene. Stop defending racism in
Urbana. This city has been showing how its citizens are demanding change, let this change
start with these charges being dropped and a meaningful, independent investigation be
conducted. The city of Urbana needs to support its citizens, in doing so I would also vote NO
on the re-appointment of Cheif Seraphin who continues to support racist actions conducted by
the police force. Finally, I request that the Citizen Police Review Board have meaningful
oversight and comply with its ordinance.
If this city plans to move forward, it needs to reconsider the role of the police. At a minimum,
the police need to be held accountable for their actions and should be demilitarized. Their job
is to protect and serve the community, not protect and serve white people, and you don't need
a militarized police to enforce laws or protect and serve the community. The city can allocate
funds to hire and train public safety individuals who specialize in dealing with situations like
domestic abuse, mental health, etc. who can deal with these situations instead of police who
DO NOT have the training to help these people. This is just a start. This city needs to start
actually thinking about what is best for its citizens and how they can best help their citizens.
Let's start that narrative now.

Tanya Josek, Ph.D.

From:
Subject:
Date:

Chief of Police Appointment
Monday, June 08, 2020 5:35:51 PM

Urbana City Council Members:
Today I am requesting that the city council not only delay the appointment of the
Chief of Police for the city of Urbana but that the City Council reframes what it
wants policing to look like in the wake of civil unrest.
I am dismayed by the inaction and the lack of outrage regarding Aleyah Lewis. I
expected more from the Urbana City leadership. How can we all march together and
chant George Floyd's name if we are unwilling to fix our own broken system? We are
lucky that Aleyah Lewis is alive today. And while the bruises will heal, the trauma will
never go away.
Our community deserves better leadership. If Black lives really matter, prove it.
Dismantle the hatred, change the system.
Thank you,
Titanna Ammons

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Chief Bryant Seraphin Statement
Monday, June 08, 2020 7:57:08 AM

Diane Wolfe Marlin
Mayor
Urbana City Building
400 S. Vine St.
Urbana, IL 61801
217-384-2456

________________________________________
From:
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 9:17 PM
To: Marlin, Diane
Subject: Chief Bryant Seraphin Statement
Mayor Marlin,
I respectfully submit this very brief statement in regards to my former colleague, chief Bryant Seraphin. I no longer
work for the city of Urbana and so it would be inappropriate for me to speak in any way to the issues that have
occurred over the past several weeks. I did however work with Bryant for the better part of the last decade. I first
worked with Bryant 10 years ago when he was a criminal investigations lieutenant. Throughout our working
relationship, I had the opportunity to work with Bryant on numerous police issues, both sensitive and difficult. In
my experience, Bryant was consistently thoughtful, reasonable and above all, fair. He repeatedly sought to gain
greater understanding of the complex issues that plague the relationship between the police and the community;
questioning his own assumptions and challenging his command staff to do the same. With that understanding, he
made the difficult decisions required of leaders with integrity. In my experience, Bryant consistently displayed a
deep commitment to building trust and partnership between the police department and the community.
Respectfully Submitted,
Todd E. Rent, Sr.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts, Dennis; ! Colbrook,
William; ! Miller, Jared
City of Urbana Budget Reallocation
Monday, June 08, 2020 12:18:13 PM

Greetings, City Council Members My name is Tomas Delgado, a resident of the Historic East Urbana
Neighborhood of the City of Urbana. I am reaching out to you all to share my extreme concerns with the
City of Urbana’s investment in the police department at the expense of critical youth, education, housing,
and health services.
Let this letter serve as a demand that the city council vote to reappropriate funds currently allocated to the
police department to instead support evidence-based programs and services that, unlike increased police
presence, promote the well-being of our citizens and reduce crime. It is morally reprehensible to dedicate
so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic necessities and many more lack
access to essential services, including childcare, affordable housing, detox centers, and necessary
mental health resources.  
As an allocative alternative, the City of Urbana could play an essential role in empowering communities
by supporting existing local housing justice and accessibility efforts in addition to designating community
counselors to address the root causes of the crimes we police. Through appropriate fund allocation, we
may be able to break established cycles of poverty, crime, trauma, and addiction that affect every
member of our community.
I also urge the city council to enact legislation that will hold the police accountable and to overturn policies
that allow police to engage in unlawful behavior with impunity.
Lastly, it is imperative that the personnel of the City of Urbana reflect the very community they serve.
Immediate steps must be taken to diversify the City of Urbana's staff. An administration that is truly
representative of the community it is bound to will only increase the cultural and community competency
and overall efficiency of public service.
People are marching in the streets because they know that these actions will result in a healthier, more
just society. I implore the city council to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take
immediate action to address our concerns. Kindly, Tomas Delgado 506 South Glover Ave - Unit A
Urbana, Illinois 61802

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
Police reform bill
Monday, June 08, 2020 3:08:01 PM

- police to wear a body cam and be forced to have it on and operating at all times or termination if not
-Bans on choke holds and carotid holds
-bans on no knock warrants
- national data base of police misconduct

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Marlin, Diane; !City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts,
Dennis; ! Colbrook, William; ! Miller, Jared; Deb.Feinen@champaignil.gov; Clarissa.Fourman@champaignil.gov;
alicia.beck@champaignil.gov; Angie.Brix@champaignil.gov; Greg.Stock@champaignil.gov;
Vanna.Pianfetti@champaignil.gov; Tom.Bruno@champaignil.gov; Will.Kyles@champaignil.gov;
Matthew.Gladney@champaignil.gov
Commit to reallocate funds for social equity
Monday, June 08, 2020 5:15:22 PM

Hello,

My name is Patricia Marasigan and I am a resident of Bartlett, IL. As a student at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, I am extremely concerned with the city of Champaign’s/Urbana’s investment in the
police department as a means of keeping our community safe and healthy. I am therefore writing to
demand that the city council vote to reapportion funds currently allocated to the police department to
instead support programs that promote the well-being of our citizens and hold each other accountable in
keeping our community safe.

It is morally reprehensible to dedicate so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic
necessities and many more lack access to essential services. We could be better taking care of our
community by educating on trauma resiliency, supporting local housing and justice accessibility efforts
and establishing mutual aid services. Through appropriate fund allocation away from the police and into
community services, we can build a stronger and healthier place for everyone to live.

I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to address our
concerns. We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black
lives matter and, as a society currently burdened by capitalism, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.

Thank you,

Patricia Marasigan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marlin, Diane; !City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts,
Dennis; ! Colbrook, William; ! Miller, Jared
Commit to reallocate funds for social equity
Monday, June 08, 2020 5:04:25 PM

Hello,

My name is Yasmeen and I am a resident of Urbana. I am extremely concerned with the city of Urbana’s
investment in the police department as a means of keeping our community safe and healthy. I am
therefore writing to demand that the city council vote to reapportion funds currently allocated to the police
department to instead support programs that promote the well-being of our citizens and hold each other
accountable in keeping our community safe.

It is morally reprehensible to dedicate so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic
necessities and many more lack access to essential services. We could be better taking care of our
community by educating on trauma resiliency, supporting local housing and justice accessibility efforts
and establishing mutual aid services. Through appropriate fund allocation away from the police and into
community services, we can build a stronger and healthier place for everyone to live.

I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to address our
concerns. We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black
lives matter and, as a society currently burdened by capitalism, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.  

Thank you,

Yasmeen Ragab,

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

!City Council
! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts, Dennis; ! Colbrook, William; !
Miller, Jared
Commit to reallocate funds for social equity
Monday, June 08, 2020 6:15:55 PM

Hello,
My name is Zack Chang and I am a resident of Urbana. I am extremely concerned with the city of
Urbana’s investment in the police department at the expense of critical youth, education, and health
services.
I am therefore writing to demand that the city council vote to reapportion funds currently allocated to the
police department to instead support evidence-based programs and services that, unlike increased police
presence, promote the well-being of our citizens and reduce crime. It is morally reprehensible to dedicate
so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic necessities and many more lack
access to essential services, including childcare, detox centers and necessary mental health resources.  
We could be empowering communities by educating on trauma resiliency, supporting local housing and
justice accessibility efforts, and designating community counselors to address root causes of the crimes
we police. Through appropriate fund allocation we may be able to break established cycles of poverty,
crime, and addiction that affect every member of our community.
I also urge the city council to enact legislation that will hold the police accountable and to overturn policies
that allow police to engage in unlawful behavior with impunity.
People are marching in the streets because they know that these actions will result in a healthier, more
just society. I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to
address our concerns.
We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black lives matter
and, as a capitalist society, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.  
Thank you,
Zack Chang

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

! Brown, Bill; Marlin, Diane; !City Council
Public Input
Saturday, June 06, 2020 3:35:55 PM

Hello Mr Brown and Urbana City Council,
My name is Zev Alexander, and I recently purchased a home in ward 4. I am writing to voice
my opposition to the re-appointment of Chief Seraphin as police chief on Monday.
Attending protests and speaking out against the murder of George Floyd rings hollow when
we have seen no investigation into the case of Aleyah Lewis, whose rights to due process were
clearly violated on April 10th.
No matter the details of that night, I want a Police Chief who is dedicated to accountability,
transparency, humility, and above all honesty. I love Urbana, and I am dedicated to living here
for a long time to come. I know that we can do better as a community. It's time to drop the
charges against Aleyah Lewis, open a robust 3rd-party investigation into the incident, and
seriously revitalize our broken Civilian Police Review Board.
Thank you for your time,
Zev Alexander
-Best,
Zev
Are you emailing to change or update today's plans? If so, please text or call 217-991-0497. I
do not see emails when I'm out and about!

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

!City Council; ! Wu, Maryalice; ! Jakobsson, Eric; ! Hursey, Shirese; ! Brown, Bill; ! Roberts, Dennis; ! Colbrook,
William; ! Miller, Jared; Clarissa.Fourman@champaignil.gov; alicia.beck@champaignil.gov;
Angie.Brix@champaignil.gov; Greg.Stock@champaignil.gov; Vanna.Pianfetti@champaignil.gov;
Tom.Bruno@champaignil.gov; Will.Kyles@champaignil.gov; Matthew.Gladney@champaignil.gov
Reallocation of Funds--asking for your committment
Monday, June 08, 2020 12:03:03 PM

Good afternoon,

My name is Zoë Foote and I live in Urbana. I was born and raised here, and returned after college and a
few years out west to pursue a master degree at UIUC. I've lived in both Champaign and Urbana. I am
very invested in my hometown, as I have seen it evolve in many ways over the years. At the same time, I
am extremely concerned with the city of Urbana's, and the city of Champaign's, investment in the police
department at the expense of critical youth, education, social and health services.

I am therefore writing to demand that the city council vote to reapportion funds currently allocated to the
police department to instead support evidence-based programs and services that, unlike increased police
presence, promote the well-being of our citizens and reduce crime. It is morally reprehensible to dedicate
so many resources to police while citizens struggle to afford basic necessities and many more lack
access to essential services, including childcare, detox centers and necessary mental health resources.

We could be empowering communities by educating on trauma resiliency, supporting local organizations
working on healthcare & wellbeing, housing and justice accessibility, and designating community
resources to better address root causes of the crimes we police. Through appropriate fund allocation we
may be able to break established cycles of poverty, crime, and addiction that affect every member of our
community.

I also urge the city council to enact legislation that will hold the police accountable and to overturn policies
that allow police to engage in unlawful behavior with impunity.

People are marching in the streets because they know that these actions will result in a healthier, more
just society. I implore you to please listen to the needs of your constituents and take immediate action to
address our concerns.
We can say Black Lives Matter all we want, but as a community, we must SHOW that Black lives matter
and, as a capitalist society, we must SPEND like Black lives matter.

Thank you for your attention, consideration, and dedication to our community.

Zoë Foote

